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Author: SIMONA BALDELLI 

Title: CHRISTMAS FAIRY TALE. THE SURPRISING 
JOURNEY OF THE AIR MAN  
(FIABA DI NATALE. IL SORPRENDENTE VIAGGIO 
DELL’UOMO DELL’ARIA) 
 
Publisher: Sellerio 
Pubblication date: November 2020 
Pages. 125 
 
Rights: Worlwide 

 
ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE 

 
A SMALL POETIC, VISIONARY, MOVING STORY 

THAT RESTORES CHRISTMAS TO ITS UNIVERSAL 
VALUE 

 
An ordinary man, in an ordinary day, in a city, like many. He is seventy-seven years old and 
was a tightrope walker. Much time has passed from the last passage, since people called him 
the Air-Man.  
Christmas is approaching and the old tightrope walker dreams to give her daughter a gift. 
He doesn’t see her since she became adult. He dreams a small exploit: sweeping over a 
strand the distance between the municipal library’s balcony towards a ruined church bell 
tower in the city where he lives. Without notice, without asking for permissions nor 
arranging an insurance. The reason would suggest that is an act of madness, but there are 
reasons of heart to listen. We will understand them, step by step, along the 175 metres of the 
passage, the hanging road that leads to the end, or to a new beginning.  
At the first, the city observes astonished, then baffled, eventually passionate and the 
cameras arrive. One at a time people that had an important role in the man’s life (the 
daughter, the librarian, old a new loves) overlook the strand through the mobile pad of the 
fire truck and call to account about the inconsiderate action. Down, the citizen and the civil 
society through microphones and cameras, give their personal interpretation of the show 
performed upon their heads.  The Air Man, over the suspended rope, becomes steel, 
between wind and rain, he finds the strength of when he was a boy and discovers the 
fragility of the incipient old age. But he goes ahead, stubborn, in search of the Colour Man 
(met many years before while he crossed a mountain lake over the strand) and a destine to 
rewrite up there, not just for himself but also for all those that are waiting for him from 
below. A small poetic, visionary, moving story that restores Christmas to its universal value. 
 

Simona Baldelli was born in Pesaro and lives in Rome. Her first novel, Evelina e le Fate 
(Giunti, 2013) was shortlisted for the Italo Calvino Prize and winner at the John Fante 
Literary Prize in 2013. She also published Il Tempo Bambino (Giunti 2014), La Vita a Rovescio 
(Giunti 2016), L’Ultimo Spartito di Rossini (Piemme 2018) and Vicolo dell’ Immaginario 
(Sellerio 2019). Her latest novel Alfonsina e la strada is forthcoming at the beginning of 2021 
(Sellerio). 
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 Author: SIMONA BALDELLI 
 Title:     ALFONSINA AND THE “ROAD” 
                 (ALFONSINA E LA STRADA) 
 
 Pages:   300 
 First Publisher: Sellerio 
 Publication: 30th March, 2021 
 
Rights sold to: Eichborn, Bastei Lübbe (Germany) 

 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
 

"With this novel, Simona Baldelli has stolen from the oblivion a story that is a fable and epic all 
together: the life of Alfonsina Strada, the first woman who partecipated to the Tour of Italy, 

challenging the prejudices of the world and her own limits"  Antonio Sellerio 

THE STORY AND ADVENTURES OF ALFONSINA STRADA, THE REBELLIOUS 
FEMALE CYCLIST WHO WAS THE FIRST TO CHALLENGE MACHISMO IN SPORTS, 
AND THE ONLY WOMAN TO TAKE PART IN THE TOUR OF ITALY IN 1924, 
ACCUMULATING NUMEROUS INTERNATIONAL AWARDS.  

FROM POVERTY TO FAME AND FINALLY TO OBLIVION, ALFONSINA’S LIFE FINDS 
IN THE LANGUAGE AND SENSITIVITY OF SIMONA BALDELLI A VOICE TO 
NARRATE THE EXHAUSTING AND GROUNDBREAKING FEAT OF A WOMAN WHO 
REFUSED TO LIMIT HERSELF.  

 
When they reached the finish line, she had taken the lead with more than a bike length to spare. 
She cut the rope with her hands in the air, laughing and crying, free like she had never been. The 
handlebar wobbled out of control, lurched to one side and sent the bike into the ditch. Alfonsina fell 
face-first, but she didn’t care as she had never known a joy so great. The race organizers, some 
little boys and the giant asked,  "Are you hurt?" She jumped up, full of vigour. "Not really, it was 
fun!" The cap had landed in the ditch in her fall, and remained there. She picked it up and smacked 
it against her leg to remove the mud. She shook her head and her hair fell down to her neck. The 
organizers, the little boys and the giant jumped back and said, "But she is a girl." 

Alfonsina and the road, tells the life story of the corridor, from the hard and starving times of 
Fossamarcia (next to Bologna) where she was born on the 1st March of 1891 and lived until the age of 
68 years old, to the 13th of September of 1959, day when she died while the probe Lunik 2 touched for 
the first time the lunar soil and the humanity crossed its limit towards the sky. In between there were 
two world wars; a March to Rome where one of Alfonsina’s brothers took part, D’Annunzio that gave 
her a golden star; and an award that Mussolini wished to deliver but she didn’t go to collect it.  Also, 
there were a medal that Tsar Nicholas II wanted to pin personally on her chest and the birth of the 
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Southern Question. The kidnapping and the murder of Giaocomo Matteotti occurred during the Tour 
of Italy in 1924. The years passed performing in European circus. Two weddings. The first one when 
Alfonsina was 14 years old and found a way to run away from home, because there she was obliged 
not to ride her bicycle. The young husband Luigi Strada, working as mechanic, was a kind man with 
a fragile psyche. He died after long and painful years closed in a mental institution. He sincerely loved 
her and she loved him back. She maintained his surname even after the second marriage with her 
colleague Carlo Messori.  

In 1924, The Tour of Italy risked not to start for a mass defection due to a refusal from the organizer 
of granting money compensations to the most famous athletes. Some of the greatest “champions” 
were missing and the race risked to pass unnoticed. Therefore, the organizers became convinced to 
accept the request of a thirty years old woman that longer insisted to be registered for the competition. 
Here she was, Alfonsina Strada, who had already taken part in two Tours of Lombardia. Many people 
were afraid that this Tour could appear as a farce. The route of the contest crossed the peninsula for 
3.613 kilometres, including twelve stops punctuated by eleven days of rest. The registered members 
were 108 and there were just 90 at the start. Only thirty cyclists completed the race and Alfonsina 
Strada was one of them.  

In addition, to the story of Alfonsina, there is also one about a continent, Europe, being developed 
between wars and starvation, and the long journey of women on the road. The ones we can now define 
as equal opportunities recounted also through citations from newspapers’ articles and documents of 
the time. Alfonsina and the Road is the novel of a continuing, constant battle of a woman in 
order to obtain dignity and a place in the world. And the right to go beyond her own limits. 

 

"What a great portrait of a strong woman living her dream! The story about Alfonsina Strada Morini, 
the only woman who ever drove the Giro d'Italia, is thrilling and sensitive. You get very close to this 
courageous woman who, at the beginning of the 20th century, fought for recognition as a 
sportswoman in the world of cycling and never let herself be beaten down. An intense and powerful 
story that will enrich the program of Eichborn Verlag Germany with its inspiring message." Iris 
Gehrmann, Eichborn Verlag. 

 
 

Simona Baldelli  has worked for many years in the performing arts field as an actress, director, 
playwright, and cultural events manager. She is also a presenter and author for the Italian radio. Her 
debut novel, Evelina e le fate (Giunti, 2013), was shortlisted for the Calvino Prize and was awarded the 
John Fante Literary Prize in 2013. Her second novel, Il tempo bambino (Giunti, 2014) was shortlisted for 
the Onor d’Agobbio Literary Prize. Her subsequent novels are La vita a rovescio (Giunti, 2016), winner 
of the Città di Cave Literary Prize; L’ultimo spartito di Rossini (Piemme, 2018), and Vicolo 
dell’immaginario (Sellerio, 2019). She is the author of the audio series La notte che caddero le 
stelle (Emons, 2020). Her forthcoming publications are the fairy tale Fiaba di Natale (Sellerio, 2020). 
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 Author: SIMONA BALDELLI 
 Title:     THE ALLEY OF THE IMAGINARY 
                 (VICOLO DELL’IMMAGINARIO) 
 Pages:   300 
 First Publisher: Sellerio 
 Publication: January, 2019 

 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
A LITERARY NOVEL ABOUT SENSE OF GUILT, REGRETS AND 
REMORSES IN WHICH MAGICAL REALISM MEETS TRADITIONAL 
ITALIAN FAMILY SAGA. A STORY SETS BETWEEN ITALY AND 
PORTUGAL IN THE SEVENTIES: THE YEARS WHEN IT SEEMED 
THAT EVERYTHING WAS ABOUT TO CHANGE FOREVER. 

 
«The surprising debut novel by Simona Baldelli is a magical book [...], a narration that manages to 
mix life and traditions, suffering and true history with absolute naturalness, little moments of joy 
and absolute pain». La Repubblica 
 

Clelia lives in a small village in the province of Reggio Emilia, she works in a joust factory and her 
job allows her to support the family: her widowed mother, enraged with the world, who never 
misses an opportunity to blame her for everything, and her sister Maria, suffering from 
poliomyelitis. 
Clelia, however, has a side life, a point of observation of her own, from which she immerses herself 
in the feelings, in the opportunities, in the great changes that take place in the late 50s, and then in 
the first social demands of the '60s and the harbinger of a darker and more conflictual period. In the 
stomach she has a lost love and a tangle of sharp stones that will lead her to abandon Italy, turn the 
page and invent a new life, becoming Amalia. 
Amalia arrives in Lisbon in the early '70s and she trys to understand why a small and clear black 
shadow accompanies her for some time, visible even in the dark. To survive she takes care of an 
elderly lady, Francisca Josefa, sick with love, who awaits the arrival of the fog and the return of 
Sebastiano I, the leader who died in the battle of Alcacer-Quibir at the end of the sixteenth century. 
 

In the spare time Amalia sews clothes and in the evening she works in the restaurant of Tia Marga, 
in the Vicolo dell'Immaginario, which welcomes Amalia in her particular community. She teaches 
her to prepare the cod, according to a precise ritual to be repeated with patience, to talk with the 
water, to listen to the fish while they are preparing them, until arrives the awaited day in which the 
mist falls to cover roads and houses and the souls of the Tagus and the living meet to dine and 
discuss, to scrutinize the past together and dream of the future. 
 

Simona Baldelli  was born in Pesaro and lives in Rome. Writer, actress and speaker, her first novel, 
Evelina e le Fate (Giunti, 2013), was finalist at the Italo Calvino Prize 2012 and winner at the John 
Fante Literary Prize 2013. Giunti published also Il Tempo Bambino (2014) and La Vita a Rovescio 
(2016), winner of the Città di Cave Caffè Corretto Literary Prize 2016. Her last novel, L’ultimo 
spartito di Rossini (Rossini's Last Score) was published by Piemme in May 2018.  
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Author: FIOLY BOCCA 
 Title:     WHEN THE MOUNTAIN WAS OURS 
                 (QUANDO LA MONTAGNA ERA NOSTRA) 
 Pages:   300 
 First Publisher: Garzanti 
 Publication: September, 2020  
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 

THE FIOLY BOCCA’S LATEST NOVEL IN WHICH NATURE 
BECOMES A TEACHER OF LIFE 

 
THE STORY OF A WOMAN WHO TRIES TO FIND A NEW LYMPH 
FOR HER LIFE, BETWEEN FEARS, UNVEILED SECRETS AND 
NEW PROMISES. AN INTIMATE AND MOVING NOVEL ON THE 
BEAUTY OF MOUNTAINS, ON FATE AND CHOICES THAT WE 
ALL HAVE TO DEAL WITH IN SOME MOMENTS OF OUR LIFE.  

 

HER NOVELS HAVE SOLD IN ITALY OVER 60.000 COPIES 
 

“Ovunque tu sarai” : Rights sold to: Norway (Tiden Norsk Forlag) – Germany (Rowohlt 
Wunderlich) – France (Éditions Denoël) - Turkey (Bal Publishing) 
 
“L’emozione in ogni passo”: Rights sold to: Germany (Rowohlt Wunderlich), France 
(Éditions Denoël), Netherlands (Xander) 

 
Lena has recently passed her forty years. She is a teacher and returns back home in a mountain village 
(Ombra di Vallarsa, in Trentino) for helping her father (Aldo) to assist her elderly mother (Dina) that 
is losing her memory.  
Dina, scared from the progressive amnesia that day by day, seems to steal pieces of memory, asks her 
daughter to help her to remember her own past, to listen her, making Lena the only witness.  From 
their conversations emerges from the woman a sort of obsession in which appears that she had a lover 
in the past (Ettore). Lena obviously remains shocked for this revelation. In the meantime, she goes 
back in the village for the funeral of an old aunty and meets Corrado, a man who Lena loved much 
when they were more than twenty years old and suddenly ended their affair because Corrado decided 
to retire in a high-altitude shelter. This suffering decision has been caused from the necessity to move 
away form a violent father. Lena and Corrado come together and start to take long walks on the 
mountain, he encourages her to be more confident.  During one of these walks, Corrado confesses to 
Lena for the first time the reason why he has not returned and has not asked her to join him, as they 
promised each other during their love story.  
Their “new” friendship intensifies, until when Corrado is recalled back from the shelter (for which he 
is the owner) for guiding a high- altitude hiking, a risky path for what he doesn’t want to renounce as 
he is one of the few able to conduct it. Days pass by and Corrado does not return back, nor shows up. 
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Lena is sure to have lost him once again, until when she founds out from a common friend that 
Corrado had an accident during the hiking tour.  
When he recovered from his accident, Lena senses that something has changed, is maybe arrived the 
right moment to get back in the game? Will Lena be able to give to their love a new opportunity? 
Surely Lena feels now to have rediscovered her own life, out of the swamps in which she felt to be 
stalled.  
 
The story takes place in less than one year, from spring to winter. On the background of the plot, the 
presence of bears in the forests of the Trentino region, which becomes the metaphor of the deepest 
fears and of the invisible. From the daily routine of a small mountain village, emerges a sense of 
community and solidarity between the residents.   
Among the main themes, the caregiving of a mother from an adult daughter, the return of the great 
youthful love, the relationship between time and memory, the relationship between fate and choices 
and the inner strength of women that can reach the possibility of getting back into the game.    
 

Fioly Bocca is graduated in modern literature at the 
University of Turin. She lives among the Basso 
Monferrato’s hills and she is mother of two children of 
7 and 8. Her debut novel was Ovunque Tu Sarai (Giunti 
Editore) published in 2015, which reached a great 
success from the critic and the public. In 2016 she 
published L’Emozione in Ogni Passo, followed in 2017 
by Un Luogo A Cui Tornare (Giunti Editore). Her 
novels have been sold to Germany, The Netherlands, 
Norway and Turkey. From years she looks after her 
blog: www.bbodo.it 
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ADRIAN BRAVI 
THE IDIOM OF CASILDA MOREIRA 

Exorma edizioni, April 2019 
 

AN “ON THE ROAD” OF THE VAST ARGENTINIAN PLAIN  
 
Giuseppe Montefiori, an Italian professor of ethno-linguistics, 
has an obsession that keeps him awake for a long time. A day, in 
a hospital bed, he tells his student that two elders, speaking an 
ancient language, believed to be disappeared, the günün a 
yajüch (spoken by Northern indigenous günün a künä or 
tehuelches) still live in the Argentinian pampas. He adds that the 
two holders of that language, Bartolo and Casilda do not talk to 
each other for so many years for a love quarrel that they had as 
young.  Since then, they keep that fight in their minds. What 

can they do to make sure that the language won’t disappear forever? As for Ricardo Piglia’s 
words in his book “The ancestors described a time in which words stretched with the serenity 
of the plain”. Annibale, Professor Montefiori’s student, decides to go in search of these two 
characters: he reaches Kahualkan, a small village amidst the pampas, where the two elders 
live. Therefore, he tries to put them together for recording their conversation and retrieving 
part of that idiom which is getting lost. He meets there a series of curious characters, insane 
and criminals that seem to come out from the imagination of Julio Cortazar, Osvaldo Soriano 
or Roberto Bolaño.  An on the road of the vast Argentinian plain, which will help Annibale to 
re-knot the lost threads of his life.  
 
Adrián N. Bravi (born in Buenos Aires) lives in Recanati as librarian. He published his first 
novel in Spanish in 1999 and he started to write in Italian since 2000. Between his books: 
Restituiscimi il cappotto (Fernandel 2004), La pelusa (Nottetempo 2007), Sud 1982 
(Nottetmpo 2008), Il riporto (Nottetempo 2011), L’albero e la vacca (Feltrinelli 2013), 
L’inondazione (Nottetempo 2015); Variazioni straniere (short stories, EUM 2015); La gelosia 
delle lingue (Essays, EUM 2017). In addition, he published a children book in 2010 The 
Thirsty Tree (Helbling languages). 
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Author:  PINO CACUCCI  
 Title:      FRIDA. VIVA LA VIDA! 
 

Pages:  81 
Publisher: Feltrinelli 
First edition: 2010 
 

 
Rights sold to: Éditions Christian Bourgois (France), Tigre de 
paper (Catalonia), Page Seven (Arabic rights) 

SEE THE INTERVIEW TO THE AUTOR 
 
WITH PRESSING WRITING FROM THE VERY FIRST WORD, PINO 
CACUCCI, ONE OF THE BEST CONNOISSEURS OF MEXICO AND 

LATIN AMERICA, MANAGES TO BRING TO LIFE THE ABSOLUTE PROTAGONIST OF THIS 
LITERARY CAMEO: FRIDA KHALO 
 
It’s about a monologue that discloses the passionate existence of Frida Kahlo “spoken” by the 
protagonist, from the extreme peak of her days. While she runs towards death, Frida goes back to the 
torment of her forced detention (repeatedly plastered and condemned to immobility), to her lucid 
creative ecstasies of painter greedy for colour, to her affair with Diego Rivera. In few pages, there is 
Mexico, the revival of the imagination. There is the story of a woman and the run-up of a passion 
never extinguished for a man. The burning synthesis of an existence.  
 
“The rain… 
I was born in the rain  
I grew up under the rain.  
A thick rain, thin… a rain of tears. A continuous rain in the soul and in the body. 
I was born in a pouring rain shower.  
And the Death, the Pelona, immediately smiled to me, dancing around my bed.   
I lived buried but still alive, prisoned by a body, which dreamed the death and clung to life.  
I was sealed inside iron and plaster coffins many times, but… I resisted, I heard my breath and damned the filth 
of my devastated body.  
I learned in the rain how to survive:  to the cruelty of a broken life, to an aching self and in the end, to Diego.  
Diego is like my life: a slow endless poisoning, between happiness of sublime intensity and abysses of anguished 
desperation.   
But… I love life as I love Diego. And sometimes, I confuse hate for this hellish life with the hate for Diego who 
drags me to the hell and then helps me to get out of it. He gives back to me the power to go beyond the anguish 
and he sinks me into despair a thousand times. But I know that the anguish is inside me: Diego is only the spark 
that unleashes it.  
Every day, every night… I loved Diego. I hated him. He was the cause and the result. The sun and the moon. The 
day and the night. Diego, my life and death. My illness and cure. My conscience.  My delirium. The sweetest 
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lymph, the most desolated desert. My scorching heat and rain. The faith in myself and the disdain for the way I 
was tortured, without imposing any limits”.    
 
 
 
 
Pino Cacucci. Born in Alessandria he grew up in Chiavari, near Genua, and moved to Bologna in 
1975 to study at the faculty of the performing arts. In the early 1980s he spent long periods of time in 
Paris and Barcelona, and then in Mexico and in Central America, where he lived for a few years. He 
is a translator and was awarded several prizes, including that for the best translation from the 
Cervantes Institute in Rome, and the Premio Italia-México 2017 awarded in Mexico City. He is the 
author of Outland rock (Feltrinelli, winner of the premio MystFest), Puerto Escondido (upon which 
Gabriele Salvatores based the film), Tina (Tina Modotti’s biography), San Isidro Futbòl  (upon which 
Alessandro Cappelletti based the film Viva San Isidro, starring Diego Abatantuono), La polvere del 
Messico (“Mexico’s Dust”), Punti di fuga  (“Vanishing Points”), Forfora e altre avventure (“Dandruff 
and other adventures”), In ogni caso nessun rimorso (“In any Event No remorse”), Camminando. 
Incontri di un viandante (“On the Road. Encounters of a Wayfarer”), Demasiado 
Corazòn (Scerbanenco Noir Prize at the Courmayeur Festival), Ribelli! (“Rebels!”, special prize at 
Fiesole Narrativa), Gravias México, Mastruzzi indaga (“Mastruzzi Investigates”),  Oltretorrente 
(“Beyond the Stream”, finalist at the National Prize Paolo Volponi), Nahui, Un po' per amore, un po' 
per rabbia (“For Love and Rage”), Le balene lo sanno. Viaggio nella California messicana (“Whales 
Know. Journeys through Mexican California”, Salgari Prize 2010), Viva la vida! (on Frida 
Kahlo), Nessuno può portarti un fiore (“No One Will Bring you 
Flowers”), Vagabondaggi (“Wanderings”, 2011), La memoria non mi inganna (“My memory Does Not 
Trick Me”, 2013), La polvere del Messico (“The Dust of Mexico”, 2014), Quelli del san Patricio (“St. 
Patrick’s Battalion”, 2015), Mahahual (2016), San Isidro Futból (2017), Mujeres (Feltrinelli Comics 
2018), with Stefano Delli Veneri, Le balene lo sanno. Viaggio nella California messicana (“Whales 
Know. Journeys through Mexican California”, 2018). 
For Feltrinelli he also edited Latinoamericana by Ernesto Che Guevara and Alberto Granado (1993) 
and Io, Marcos. Il nuovo Zapata racconta (“I, Marcos. Stories by the Modern Zapata” 1995). 
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Author:  PINO CACUCCI  
 Title:      TINA 
 

Pages:  224 
Publisher: Feltrinelli 
First edition: (First edition 1991 – Latest edition 2019) 
 

Rights: Worldwide 
 

Rights sold to: Grijalbo PRH (World Spanish) 
 

Film rights sold to: Canana Films 
 
FULL ENGLISH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE 
 
 

THE MINI SERIES “RADICAL EYE: THE LIFE AND TIME OF TINA MODOTTI” WITH MONICA 
BELLUCCI AS FEMINIST PIONEER TINA MODOTTI, IS PRODUCED BY PAULA VACCARO 
(“ON THE MILKY ROAD”) AND AARON BROOKNER (“UNCLE HOWARD”) WHO HAS 
WRITTEN THE SCREENPLAY. (Italia-Usa 2019) 
 
EMIGRANT, WORKER, ACTRESS, PHOTOGRAPHER IN THE MEXICO OF THE TWENTIES, 
ANTIFASCIST, MILITANT IN THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT. 
ONE OF THE GREATEST PHOTOGRAPHERS OF THE EARLY 20TH CENTURY, AS WELL AS 
AN IMPORTANT FIGURE OF COMMUNISM AND WORLD PHOTOGRAPHY. TINA 
MODOTTI’S PHOTOGRAPHS ARE EXHIBITED IN THE MOST IMPORTANT INSTITUTES 
AND MUSEUMS IN THE WORLD. 
 
 
Tina’s full name was Assunta 
Adelaide Luigia Modotti. She 
was born to a humble family in 
Udine in 1896. Her father was a 
socialist construction worker, 
and she was soon forced to leave 
school and go to work in order 
to help her family. She then 
immigrated to the United States, 
where big labor unions were 
emerging. In San Francisco, Los 
Angeles, Hollywood and Mexico 
City she met with a lively 
cultural and artistic life, which 
paved the way for her first to 
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theater and cinema, and then to photography. She passionately embraced the revolutionary cause in 
Mexico, joined the International Red Aid and fought for the International Brigades in the Spanish 
Civil War. She died under suspicious circumstances in Mexico City in 1942.  
 
 
 
Pino Cacucci. Born in Alessandria he grew up in Chiavari, near Genua, 
and moved to Bologna in 1975 to study at the faculty of the performing 
arts. In the early 1980s he spent long periods of time in Paris and 
Barcelona, and then in Mexico and in Central America, where he lived for 
a few years. He is a translator and was awarded several prizes, including 
that for the best translation from the Cervantes Institute in Rome, and the 
Premio Italia-México 2017 awarded in Mexico City. He is the author of 
Outland rock (Feltrinelli, winner of the premio MystFest), Puerto 
Escondido (upon which Gabriele Salvatores based the film), Tina (Tina 
Modotti’s biography), San Isidro Futbòl  (upon which Alessandro 
Cappelletti based the film Viva San Isidro, starring Diego Abatantuono), La 
polvere del Messico (“Mexico’s Dust”), Punti di fuga  (“Vanishing 
Points”), Forfora e altre avventure (“Dandruff and other adventures”), In 
ogni caso nessun rimorso (“In any Event No remorse”), Camminando. Incontri di un viandante (“On 
the Road. Encounters of a Wayfarer”), Demasiado Corazòn (Scerbanenco Noir Prize at the 
Courmayeur Festival), Ribelli! (“Rebels!”, special prize at Fiesole Narrativa), Gravias 
México, Mastruzzi indaga (“Mastruzzi Investigates”),  Oltretorrente (“Beyond the Stream”, finalist at 
the National Prize Paolo Volponi), Nahui, Un po' per amore, un po' per rabbia (“For Love and 
Rage”), Le balene lo sanno. Viaggio nella California messicana (“Whales Know. Journeys through 
Mexican California”, Salgari Prize 2010), Viva la vida! (on Frida Kahlo), Nessuno può portarti un fiore 
(“No One Will Bring you Flowers”), Vagabondaggi (“Wanderings”, 2011), La memoria non mi 
inganna (“My memory Does Not Trick Me”, 2013), La polvere del Messico (“The Dust of Mexico”, 
2014), Quelli del san Patricio (“St. Patrick’s Battalion”, 2015), Mahahual (2016), San Isidro 
Futból (2017), Mujeres (Feltrinelli Comics 2018), with Stefano Delli Veneri, Le balene lo sanno. 
Viaggio nella California messicana (“Whales Know. Journeys through Mexican California”, 2018). 
For Feltrinelli he also edited Latinoamericana by Ernesto Che Guevara and Alberto Granado (1993) 
and Io, Marcos. Il nuovo Zapata racconta (“I, Marcos. Stories by the Modern Zapata” 1995). 
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 Author:  PINO CACUCCI  
 Title:       REBELS! (RIBELLI!) 
 

Pages:  192 
Publisher: Feltrinelli 
First edition: 2001 – Paperback 2013 
 

Rights: Worldwide 
 

“FIESOLE NARRATIVA” JURY SPECIAL PRIZE 
 
WHAT WOULD THE JOURNEY OF THE HUMAN BEING HAVE 
BEEN WITHOUT UTOPIA, WITHOUT THE URGE TO CHALLENGE 
THE UNKNOWN, TO PURSUE AN IDEAL, TO DREAM OF A 
WORLD THAT IS LESS UNJUST AND MORE SUPPORTIVE? 
REAFFIRMING THE TRUE MEANING OF UTOPIA - WHICH IS 

NOT THE UNATTAINABLE, BUT SOMETHING THAT HAS NOT YET BEEN REALIZED - THE 
AUTHOR SPANS IN DIFFERENT ERAS AND PLACES, FROM EUROPE TO LATIN AMERICA, 
NARRATING THE LIVES OF MEN AND WOMEN WHO THEY SACRIFICED EVERYTHING, 
EVEN THEIR OWN LIVES, TO THE UTOPIAN IDEAL. 
 
 
Through the rebels’ deeds and motivations the author explores different epochs and settings, 
bringing to light the existences of men and women who sacrificed everything they had to an ideal. 
So we can find Tupac Amaru’s activism or the endeavors of the Mayan warrior “Black Serpent”; the 
accomplishments of “Quico” Sabate, the anarchist who invented a mortar able to fire projectiles 
filled with propaganda against Franco’s followers; partisan Silvio Corbari’s pranks on fascists; the 
skills of Jacob, the authentic Arsenio Lupin; and the deeds of Tania the revolutionary warrior who 
fought side by side with Che Guevara. Their examples can motivate people to change the world, and 
yet rebellion can also be a form of self-destruction when it is experienced as the last escape route: 
this is what happened to Jim Morrison, the hero of a whole generation, who shared with the other 
characters of this book an invincible instinct that urged him to fight the 
system. 
 
Pino Cacucci. Born in Alessandria he grew up in Chiavari, near Genua, and 
moved to Bologna in 1975 to study at the faculty of the performing arts. In 
the early 1980s he spent long periods of time in Paris and Barcelona, and 
then in Mexico and in Central America, where he lived for a few years. He is 
a translator and was awarded several prizes, including that for the best 
translation from the Cervantes Institute in Rome, and the Premio Italia-
México 2017 awarded in Mexico City. He is the author of Outland 
rock (Feltrinelli, winner of the premio MystFest), Puerto Escondido (upon 
which Gabriele Salvatores based the film), Tina (Tina Modotti’s 
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biography), San Isidro Futbòl  (upon which Alessandro Cappelletti based the film Viva San Isidro, 
starring Diego Abatantuono), La polvere del Messico (“Mexico’s Dust”), Punti di fuga  (“Vanishing 
Points”), Forfora e altre avventure (“Dandruff and other adventures”), In ogni caso nessun rimorso 
(“In any Event No remorse”), Camminando. Incontri di un viandante (“On the Road. Encounters of a 
Wayfarer”), Demasiado Corazòn (Scerbanenco Noir Prize at the Courmayeur 
Festival), Ribelli! (“Rebels!”, special prize at Fiesole Narrativa), Gravias México, Mastruzzi indaga 
(“Mastruzzi Investigates”),  Oltretorrente (“Beyond the Stream”, finalist at the National Prize Paolo 
Volponi), Nahui, Un po' per amore, un po' per rabbia (“For Love and Rage”), Le balene lo sanno. 
Viaggio nella California messicana (“Whales Know. Journeys through Mexican California”, Salgari 
Prize 2010), Viva la vida! (on Frida Kahlo), Nessuno può portarti un fiore (“No One Will Bring you 
Flowers”), Vagabondaggi (“Wanderings”, 2011), La memoria non mi inganna (“My memory Does Not 
Trick Me”, 2013), La polvere del Messico (“The Dust of Mexico”, 2014), Quelli del san Patricio (“St. 
Patrick’s Battalion”, 2015), Mahahual (2016), San Isidro Futból (2017), Mujeres (Feltrinelli Comics 
2018), with Stefano Delli Veneri, Le balene lo sanno. Viaggio nella California messicana (“Whales 
Know. Journeys through Mexican California”, 2018). 
For Feltrinelli he also edited Latinoamericana by Ernesto Che Guevara and Alberto Granado (1993) 
and Io, Marcos. Il nuovo Zapata racconta (“I, Marcos. Stories by the Modern Zapata” 1995). 
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Author: MARIANA CAMPOAMOR 
Title:     LA TERRA DEL SOGNO 
                 (THE DREAMLAND) 
 
 Pages:   350 
 First Publisher: Mondadori 
 Publication: June 30, 2020  
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 

A PASSIONATE FAMILY SAGA  
WITH UNFORGETTABLE CHARACTERS  

 
A PASSIONATE SAGA WHERE REVERSES AND FORTUNES 
TAKE TURNS WITH THE MERCILESS FORCE OF DESTINY 

FOLLOWING THE GREAT CHANGES OF THE MEXICAN 
HISTORY. A FAMILY OF ITALIAN IMMIGRANTS MOVED 

BY AMBITION AND PASSION, WILLING TO DO 
ANYTHING FOR THE REALIZATION OF THEIR OWN 

DREAM. 
 
It was a wonderful mystery the one that drove the Monarch butterfly to travel thousands of miles between 
Mexico and United States each year. They reached Michoacán at the beginning of October to enjoy the 
warm sun, reproduce and die. Eggs hatched at the end of the winter in time for the caterpillar to build 
the silk cocoon. There, protected, it became chrysalis or pupa until the moment in which Mother Earth 
ended its cycle […] Bettina loved the new land, green and comfortable. The air was mitigated by the breeze 
coming from the closest lakes and was full of colored butterflies; but, after more than a year, she still felt 
in passing. “Like a Monarch butterfly”, she thought after one entered inside from the window.  
 

Watch the booktrailer 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

M e x i c o  a n d  t h e  p o w e r  o f  a  d r e a m :  
M a r i a n a  C a m p o a m o r ’ s  f a m i l y  s a ga  
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In Michoacán,  in  Mexico,  the  land  boi ls  in  the  warmest  hours .  You can see  the  
land  exhal ing  heat  with  the  naked  eye  whi le  mirages  on the  horizon  are  created  
for  locals  that  look  at  them fasc inated,  l ike  i f  they  were  miracles  or  gods  s igns .  
I t ’ s  a  d i f f icu l t  land  to  tame because  constant ly  burned by the  sun,  but  lush ind igo 
plantat ions  ar ise  there .  This  shrub  is  used  to  obta in the  ind igo.  I t ’ s  in  thi s  p lace  
suspended between his tory ,  t rad it ions  and mythology that  Mar iana Campoamor,  
wr ite r  of  Mexican  or ig in  se t  her  f i rs t  novel .  The  Dreamland  is  a  s tory  that  
reconnects  the  author  wi th  her  own roots ,  keeping  them al ive  and  g iv ing  them a  
new express ion.  Campoamor  deals  with  f igurat ive  a rts  and  not  surpr is ing ly  th is  
nove l  seems a  canvas  painted wi th  br ight  colors  l ike  in  Fr ida  Kahlo ’  s  pa int ings .  
I t ’ s  a  pass ionate  family  saga  that  mixes  rea l i ty  with  imaginat ion in  which reverses  
and fortunes  take  turns  wi th  the  impetuous  force  that  natura l  e lements  have  and  
dest iny  has ,  espec ia l ly  when implacable  i t  decides  the  course  of  our  l ives .   
The  Dreaml and  t races  a  touching  f resco o f  Mexican  h is tory  and  s tar ts  f rom the  
journey of  an I ta l ian immigrants  family  that  leaves  Milan in  1886 for  s tart ing  a  
new l i fe  in  Amer ica ,  moved by a  g reat  ambit ion and prepared to  do anyth ing  for  
the  rea l izat ion o f  i ts  own dream.  Alabama,  Miss iss ippi ,  Louis iana,  Texas… 
penetra t ing  even more  in  the  heart  of  the  cont inent  and moving  away f rom the  
ocean that  smel ls  of  sa l t ,  the  Mas i ’ s  s tar t  the ir  conquest  of  the  New World ,  but  
there  is  on ly  poverty  and  hunger  at  the  beg inning.  A  day,  the ir  dest iny  changes :  
a  le tter  a rr ives  f rom Mexico  and  g ives  a  new di rect ion.  I t  ta lks  about  
opportuni t ies  to  catch  and uncult iva ted  lands  that  wa it  for  ta lented  people .  Aldo 
Mas i ,  the  head of  the  fami ly  is  c lear ly  a  ta lented man.  Thus  begins  the ir  Mexican 
adventure  in  the  p lantat ions  o f  La  Huerta ,  where  the  future  seems  to  be  colored  
by  the  ind igo tones  that  s tar t  to  be  even  more  reques ted for  the  jeans  fabrics .   
 

But the d ream do esn’t  f inish he re,  is  even mo re de manding and fin ds  
space in  Ald o’s  heart  and m ind in reach ing even fu rther the idea  o f  

conquering eve rything.  In  fa ct ,  he  wants  to  h ono r a  pro je ct  hande d o ver to  
him by h is  fathe r :  growing r ice  in  Mexico.  That ’s  where their  se con d  

adventure wi l l  be gin.    
 

Women:  
The feathe r o f  on e’s  cap o f  Marian a Campoamor’s  b ook 

 
In a world dominated by men, women make some space with decisive figures in this 
narration. There is Marianna, the mother of the family who at the beginning of the book 
gives birth to her fourth son, introverted and reserved that left behind Italy that 
evaporates in her memory. But above all, there is Bettina, the faithful governess of Masi’s 
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family who has followed them for sixteen years and who is willing to sacrifice everything, 
reserving to herself only crumbs of time and freedom. This woman knows herbs’ virtues 
and knows how to read signs inscrutable for others, two gifts that take new power in 
Mexico giving it an aura almost esoteric. Marianna’s green eyes and Bettina’s black ones 
look at each other intensely for the entire novel, sometimes conspiratorial and sometimes 
conflicting. They are two women and mothers that reflect in one another while the world 
around them is colored by magic.  Visions take shape from the mixed fragrances of herbs, 
gods sleeps under the earth, rituals have been handed down and voices arrive from the 
past to direct characters’ choices. Mexico of Mariana Campoamor is a magic land because 
from all things a powerful and elusive imagination is released. But besides conquering us 
with its colors, the novel has a deep historical value. Giving us a story, which takes place 
between nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the writer tells the souls of all migrations of 
the history: the drive change, the contact between cultures, the intertwining of destinies. 
A theme timely than ever that makes us to reflect over thousands shades on the concept 
of “identity”.         

 
Mariana Campoa mor tel ls  he r o wn story  

 
I ’m Mar iana Campoamor  and  I  was  born  in  Mexico.  So  I  moved f rom there ,  l i t t le  
more  than  a  ch id  with  a  fa te  of  nomad for  my father ’ s  job  that  forces  h im to  travel  
f rom one  po int  to  another  o f  our  continent .  I  a rr ived  in  Europe  few years  ago for  
my own choice  th i s  t ime.  I  now l ive  in  I ta ly ,  l and  for  which  I  fee l  to  have  a lways  
belonged  to .   
I  deal  with  f igurat ive  a r ts  that  i s ,  as  the  d ict ionary  suggests ,  o f  representat ion 
through  recognizable  images ,  o f  the  surrounding wor lds .  The meaning  o f  
“recognizable ”  e ludes  me instead.  For  my po int  o f  v iew,  this  i s  what  we foresee  
in  the  image,  the  s tory  contained or  suggested  in  i t ,  and pat ience  i f  each  
specta tor  sees  a  d i f ferent  one.  I  love  to  f ind s tor ies  that  are  h idden in  a  pa int ing ,  
in  the  matter  that  shapes  a  sculpture ,  in  the  f ragment  of  a  mosa ic ,  and  I  have  
tr ied  to  bui ld  one mysel f ,  made  by  words ,  th is  t ime.    
When I  a rr ived  in  I ta ly ,  I  d iscovered the  events  of  a  f amily  that ,  in  the  second 
hal f  o f  the  n ineteenth  century  le f t  i ts  own house  and  crossed the  ocean  in  search  
of  for tune,  f inding  i t  in  Mex ico.      
A journey,  so  reverse  but  so  s imi la r  to  mine.  And I  do  remember  the  s tor ies  that  
my grandma used  to  narrate  in  the  k i tchen,  whi le  was  knead ing  t ort i l las  and  
tamale s .  
Some of  th is  f ami ly ’ s  ances tors  had  worked in  a  b ig  haciend a  in  M i c h oac án ,  
s pec ia l ized  i n  the  cu l t i va t i on  o f  r i ce ,  property  o f  an  I t a l ian  fami ly .  I  ima g ined  
that  the y  were  the  s ame I  had  prev io us ly  found  the  b io graphy  o f .  I  thoug ht  that  
was  a  s ign  o f  des t iny ,  a s  I  don ' t  be l ieve  in  fa te .  The  t ime  had  come fo r  me  to  
te l l  my  or ig ins ,  t he  des i re  that  fo rce  me  to  move ,  to  exp lo re  t he  i n f in i t e  
pos s ib i l i t ie s  o f  a  human be ing ,  whi le  one  i s  exper im ent ing  i t s e l f  in  d i f f e rent  
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cu l ture  wi th  d i f f e r ent  l anguages  and  t rad i t ions .  I  w oul d  have  unders tood  who I  
was .  I  f e l t  l ik e  a  s cu lptor  who  has  to  dec ide  wh ich  p art  o f  chu nk  o f  w ood  or  
b lock  o f  marb le  ne ed  to  be  removed  by  d igg ing  and  b r i ng ing  to  l ight  the  s ub ject .  
I  had  a l l  the  word s  a t  my  d is pos a l  in  f ron t  o f  me ,  but  which  one  c ou ld  I  choos e?  
Which  d id  I  need  to  e l imi nate  f r o m the  confus ed  magma o f  my  thoughts  and  
which  one  d id  I  n eed  to  k eep  for  g i v ing  a  p roper  l i f e  to  my  chara cters ?  I  hope  
to  have  made  the  bes t  cho ice .  The  c ommon thread  o f  the  s tory  i s  a  mix ture  o f  
rea l i t y  and  imag i n at ion ,  s ewed  by  mag ic  and  by  legend s  inher i ted  by  the  anc ien t  
pre -Columbian  c iv i l i za t ion ,  mixed  w i th  an imis t  and  Y oruba  t rad i t io ns  a rr i ved  
in  the  Ca r ibbea n  f rom Afr ica  a nd  wi th  t he  fa r ming  and  rura l  I ta l ian  
communit ies ,  s o  c los e  to  that  pagan i s m that  we  c an  no w ca l l  myth ology .  Myths ,  
never  fo rgot te n ,  t hat  compos e  even  now,  a  g reat  dea l  o f  our  t rad i t ions .  And ,  for  
“ours ” ,  I  mean the  ent i re  wo r ld .  A l l  that  i s  under  the  s k y ,  ins ide  the  ea r th ,  in  
the  a i r  we  brea the  and  in  the  wa ter ,  which  embraces  u s .  
 

I  in v it e  yo u  a l l  t o  t ra v e l  wit h  m e ,  in  t h e  l a n d  o f  d r e a m s 
  

:  
 
The bus iness  goes  wel l  in  La  Huerta .  Af ter  d i f f icu l t  t imes  Aldo Mas i  f ina l ly  sees  
his  ambit ion tak ing  form in a  lush indigo  plantat ion  in  the  land of  Michoacán,  
Mexico burned by  the  sun.  I t  was  1886 when he  le f t  Milan wi th  h is  family  on  
board  of  a  s teams hip  for  reach ing  the  Americas .  And now,  h is  be loved Marianna 
is  about  to  g ive  b i rth  to  the ir  fourth  sons .  There  is  a lways  Bett ina  with  her ,  the  
t i re less  governess  who fo l lowed them f rom the  mounta ins  of  Val te l l ina  wi th  
commitment and who carr ies  the  weight  of  an unspeakable  secret .  Bet t ina  a lso  
possesses  another  g i f t ,  t ransmit ted  to  her  by  the  ancient  wisdom of  her  va l leys :  
she  knows  the  v i r tue  of  herbs  and knows  how to  read s igns  inscrutab le  for  others .  
An ar t  that  can only  ga in s t rength f rom the  mag ica l  be l ie fs  and the  gods  o f  those  
lands .   I t  i s  jus t  one of  th is  omens  that  g ives  her  the  courage  to  speak  to  her  
master  one n ight ,  because  Aldo Mas i  has  been assa i led  by  a  madness  that  takes  
away  h is  s leep  for  a  whi le .  La  Huerta  is  not  enough  and he  wants  to  fo l low a  
b igger  and insane dream,  the  one de l ivered  by  his  fa ther  and that  now thanks  to  
Bett ina  is  c lear ly  able  to  cons ider :  growing  r ice  in  Mex ico.  The new Mas i ’ s  
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adventure  beg ins  whi le  Bet t ina  tak es  more  and more  power in  the  family ’ s  
bus iness ,  arous ing  Marianna ’s  jea lousy  and the  hate  of  Leandro Ca lzado,  La  
Huerta  adminis t ra tor  that  has  never  accepted her  re ject ion.   A pass ionate  saga  
where  reverses  and for tunes  take  turns  wi th  the  impetuous  force  o f  dest iny  
fo l lowing the  g reat  changes  of  Mex ican  his tory .  An  I ta l ian immigrants  family  
moved  by  ambit ion and pass ion,  prepared  to  do anything  for  rea l iz ing  i ts  own 
dream.    
 
Mariana Campoamor is of Mexican origin and deals with figurative arts. The Dreamland 
(Mondadori, June 2020) is her first novel, the result of family stories and imagination.  
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Author:  ALESSANDRO CAPPONI  
 Title:     THE INVISIBLE EFFECTS OF SWIMMING  

    (GLI EFFETTI INVISIBILI DEL NUOTO) 
 
Pages:  180 
Publisher: Hacca Edizioni  
Publication date: September 10, 2020 
 
Rights worldwide 
 
The wretched body of man happens to be consumed with fire, and to be eaten 

by the earth. The water leaves it alive, yes, but it transforms it. 
 

TEN SHORT STORIES OF LOVE, SADNESS, INADEQUACY AND STRAIN. TEN SHORT 
STORIES, A TOUCHING BOOK. 
 
“From dispersed small cells, it's in the water that we become individuals. And we return to the water 
to try to understand us and give meaning to the metamorphosis of life. Alessandro Capponi 
accompanies us in the emotions, in the masks, in the style of the protagonists and on The invisible 
effects of swimming. He describes doubts, hopes, the intimate awareness, the happiness that is pointed 
out when we stop denying it. He mixes the tears with chlorine, hears the uprisings and respects the 
dignity of research and the rhythm of breath. As the literature must do, Alessandro Capponi's pages 
help us to understand a little bit more about ourselves, our lives and changes. He does it through 
wetted stories because the water surrounds us, leaves us alive but always transforms us.” Paolo Fallai, 
Corriere della Sera  
 
Ten short stories and a secret that revolve around the swimming. Eleonora who got stuck in the face 
of life’s difficulties but tries to keep two different styles in a single basin for once. Meo who is not able 
to speak and is suddenly found in the people open sea. Bruno who rediscovers love where was least 
expected. Alfredo who considers the swimming part of a daily routine to follow methodically. The 
friendship between a quite man and his instructor. Beatrice who starts to swim even without water, 
spreading amazement between the audience. V.V. who rediscovers a past (almost) forgotten at the 
swimming pool’s door.  Tino’s exploit, even epic. The mystery of a woman who goes to the swimming 
pool everyday without saying a word. Shadows that threaten Chiara’s swims. Olga’s secret. A gallery 
of daily characters that finds memories and hopes in the water. Stories of love, sadness, inadequacy 
and strain.  
 
Alessandro Capponi (1970) started to work as journalist at the age of twenty.  He wrote for “Il 
Corriere della Sera” about earthquakes, uprisings, funerals, murders and politics. He published with 
Salerno “L’Amore dei Nudi” (2017), best Italian debut of “Premier roman” festival of Chambery. He 
wrote for Rizzoli “Sia Folgorante la Fine” in 2009 thanks to Carla Verbano’s memories, the story of 
Valerio Verbano, young antifascist killed in Rome in 1980 in the midst of a political struggle.  
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Author:  GIULIA CORSALINI 
Title:     KOLJA. A FAMILY STORY 

   (KOLJA. UNA STORIA FAMILIARE) 
 

Pages:  250 
First Publisher: nottetempo 
Publication date: June 19, 2020 
 
Rights: Italy and Film/Tv 
 
AFTER HER BRILLIANT DEBUT NOVEL “ČHEKHOV’S 
READER”, GIULIA CORSALINI SURPRISES US WITH A STORY 
ABOUT THE DELICATE BALANCE OF FIVE UNCERTAIN AND 
INTERTWINED DESTINIES. 
 

 
“Kolja. With his spider’s body, slippery of seawater, clings to me in a point too deep for him, beyond 
the rocks, with his hazel, golden, frightened eyes and the dripping eyelashes, water and snot dripped 
from his nose, the prominent chest like a chaffinch… ‘You don’t need to be afraid’ I told, holding him.” 

During summer, in a house of a country by the sea, a separated couple hosts three Ukraine 
children: they are Nataša, the Kolja brothers and Katia arrived in Italy from their foster home for 
spending some “healing vacations”. Natalia and Marcello are trying to put the pieces back together 
for their compromised relationship, facing an experience that proves immediately to be unsettling:  
What do they expect from these extraneous children, difficult to decipher and already marked by 
life? And what can they give to them, which illusion of harmony and trust, if they are the first no 
longer well oriented in their own blocked and failed existence? At the end of a season divided for 
all of them, between tenderness and disorientation, everything seems to be like before, but with 
new doubts and suspended expectations: the kids in their distant foster home; Marcello fully 
committed to his Latin studies and Natalia reabsorbed by her skittish temper. Until when, during 
the conflict broken out in Ukraine, they lose the traces of the restless and fragile Kolja; and for the 
couple, the search of the missing child leads to new questions that become now urgent: on the 
responsibility, on the sense of being parents and on the difficult – possible? – construction of an 
irregular family, that gathers in it the delicate balance of five uncertain and intertwined destinies.  

“ČHEKHOV’S READER” ENCHANTED CRITICISM AND PUBLIC: 

SUPERMONDELLO PRIZE 2019 
INTERNATIONAL MONDELLO LITERARY PRIZE 2019 

NARRATIVE FICTION NATIONAL PRIZE BERGAMO 2019 
“GLI ASINI” PRIZE 2019 

NOVEL SELECTED BY ROME’S LIBRARY PRIZE 2019 
FINALIST VIADANA PRIZE 2019 

FINALIST MASSAROSA PRIZE 2019 
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“As in certain pages of Lalla Romano, so much of this story of pain, disorientation and happiness 
is played on the unsaid, on the silences that shape human relationships.” Corriere della Sera 

"A narrative debut of exquisite delicacy and sensitivity." Il Sole 24 Ore 

“A beautiful debut novel, a compelling novel without being hostage to a plot, and a very refined 
literary novel without being at the mercy of a weak-willed literary style.” Venerdì di Repubblica 

“A melancholic and internal writing of remarkable introspective thickness.” Mondello Prize 
Jury  

 
Giulia Corsalini lives in the Recanati countryside with her husband and their two sons. Teacher 
and Author of literary critic essays, she published in 2018 with nottetempo her fortunate debut novel 
La Lettrice di Čechov that won in 2019 the International Literary Mondello Prize, the SuperMondello, 
The Asini Prize, and the Narrative Fiction National Prize of Bergamo.  

. 
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 Author:  GIULIA CORSALINI 
 Title:     CHEKHOV’S READER 

    (LA LETTRICE DI CECHOV) 
Pages:  240 
First Publisher: nottetempo 
  
Rights: Italy 

SUPERMONDELLO PRIZE 2019 
FICTION NATIONAL PRIZE BERGAMO 2019 

INTERNATIONAL MONDELLO LITERARY PRIZE 2019 
“GLI ASINI” PRIZE 2019 

NOVEL SELECTED BY ROME’S LIBRARY PRIZE 2019 
FINALIST AT VIADANA PRIZE 2019 

FINALIST AT MASSAROSA PRIZE 2019 
FINALIST AT MEGAMARK FOUNDATION PRIZE 2019 

FINALIST AT CAMBUSU PRIZE 2019 
 

HER LOVE FOR THE GREAT WRITER EXPRESSED IN A 
NOVEL WHICH IS A HYMN TO LITERATURE AND TO 

THE BEAUTY OF WORDS 
 

THE DEBUT NOVEL MOST SURPRISING OF THE YEAR 
 

“It’s this unfulfilled suspension that make “The Reader of Čechov” a book so uncommon and 
courageous.” 

Paolo Di Stefano – la Lettura – Corriere della Sera 
 

“A distinct and persuasive hymn to life sung whispering.” 
Gino Ruozzi – Il Sole 24 Ore 

 

“There are no judgements in Nina’s eyes; her story is miraculously, completely internal where she is 
also able to reverberate the entire world.” 

Alberto Riva – Il venerdì – la Repubblica 
 

“There are books, which come to life by referrals, by the pleasure to share a story that intrigued us, 
for confronting the signs that certain words have left in our states of mind.” 

Maria Grazia Ligato – Io Donna – Corriere della Sera 
 
Nina is a Russian-speaking Ukrainian woman who arrives in Italy to take care of an old lady. She leaves 
back her ill husband and her beloved daughter Katja, to whom she would like to offer a solid future, a 
degree in medicine and a marriage. Nina’s loneliness unfolds through her job and the awakening of a 
passion for the humanities and particularly for Chekhov. This brings her to the local Institute for Slavic 
Studies where she meets Giulio De Felice, the Professor of Russian Language and Literature, who offers 
her a temporary job as a teacher. 
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Their relationship remains for the most part unfulfilled, and despite consisting of a series of sadly 
missed opportunities it keeps her in Italy, thus compromising her relationship with her daughter. In 
the meantime a new teacher arrives, providing De Felice with an opportunity to let Nina travel back to 
her country. 
Years of emptiness and silence follow, until De Felice invites her to a symposium on Chekhov. 
 
Chekhov’s Reader is a learned and masterfully written novel, which describes how the love 
for a writer and his literature can change one person’s life and destiny. Nina’s moving deeds 
and thoughts represent the destiny of all women who are forced to leave their homes in order 
to survive and need to rebuild their lives, and above all to foresee a different future for 
themselves. 
 

Giulia Corsalini lives in the Recanati countryside with her husband 
and their two sons. She has a degree in Literature and aa PhD in 
Italian Studies, and is a teacher at the Leopardi classical high school 
in Recanati and at the university of Macerata. Chekhov’s Reader is her 
debut novel. Her second novel is forthcoming in Spring 2020 with 
nottetempo. 
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Author:  ANGELO FERRACUTI 
 Title:     HALF OF THE SKY 
       (LA META’ DEL CIELO) 
 

Pages:  240 
 
First Publisher: Mondadori  
Pubblication date: October 8, 2019 
  
Rights: Worldwide 

“A harsh subject, sometimes unspeakable, but mysteriously touched 
by poetic grace." Venerdì di Repubblica 

WITHOUT ANY PATHETICISM, FERRACUTI INVITES US INTO A STORY THAT 
BECOMES ALMOST OURS AND SHOWS, BETWEEN TORMENT AND HEAT, HOW 
MUCH LIFE THERE IS BEYOND THE LOSS OF SOMEONE YOU LOVE. 

“Half of the sky is an incandescent and very moving book. It is necessary, like the earth on which we 
walk.” Andrea Bajani, Il Manifesto 

Inside the small community of a village in central Italy, within the looming sense of emptiness that 
follows the happy season of love and political commitment, the devastating grandeur of death enters 
the small affairs of family life. Patrizia, Angelo's wife, dies at the age of 42. He, obsessed by failures, 
economic and moral, moves uncertainly in the new present. Ten years have passed but his memory 
returns to the illness, how it manifested, how it dictated its protocol. The narration mixes, with 
staggered plans, the experience of pain and that of reconstruction, the appearance of a new female 
figure, provincial asphyxia, the escapes, the returns, and the oblivion of alcohol. 

Angelo Ferracuti patiently pursues the facts, the crude cadence of facts, returns to the 
forms of desire, understanding, silences, and a newfound complicity. We are greeted 
with grace, without pathos, in a story that becomes almost ours and shows, between 
torment and heat, how much life there is beyond the loss of someone you love. 

 
Angelo Ferracuti was born in 1960. He is the author of Attenti al cane (“Beware of the Dog”, 2000), 
Le risorse umane (“Human Resources”, 2006- winner of the “Sandro Onofri” prize), Viaggi da Fermo 
(“Travels from Fermo”, 2009), Il costo della vita (“The Cost of Life”, Einaudi, 2103, winner of “Lo 
Straniero” prize), Andare, camminare, lavorare (“Going, Walking, Working”, Feltrinelli, 2015), Addio 
(“Farewell”, Chiarelettere, 2016). He writes for “Il Manifesto”, “Avvenire” and “La Lettura” of the 
“Corriere della Sera”. 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
Author:  ANTONIO IOVANE 

Title:  THE SÉANCE 
(LA SEDUTA SPIRITICA) 

 

Pages:  150 
First Publisher: Minimum Fax 

Publication: April 2021 
 

Rights: Worldwide 
 

THE SÉANCE DESCRIBES WHAT HAPPENED IN THE ZAPPOLINO’S VILLA SHOWING THE 
PROTAGONISTS OF THAT DAY TRYING TO FIGURE OUT HOW THINGS REALLY WENT, 

HOW THEY INTERACTED, HOW THEY ARRIVED TO THAT CLUE. THE CONCLUSION 
LOOKS LIKE THE END OF TEN LITTLE NIGGERS: THE CLUE HAD BEEN MADE AVAILABLE 

TO ALL AND THE SÉANCE WAS ONLY NECESSARY TO COVER THE SOURCE. 
 

It’s been seventeen days from the moment in which Aldo Moro was kidnapped. In Alberto Clò’s house 
a group of professors – including Romano Prodi – meet with their families to spend the Sunday 
together. What happened, on the 2nd April 1978 in that villa of Zappolino close to Bologna had been 
handed over the official records of two parliamentary committees and over the declarations delivered 
to the judges: To kill time, the participants tell, we organized a séance in which we asked where Moro 
was hidden. From the movement of the saucers used, the answer was: Gradoli. The revelation was 
then reported to the high places of the Dc without results. If it was taken seriously, it could have 
discovered the principal hideout of BR, the one in via Gradoli in Rome and – finally– the hiding place 
of via Montalcini in which the president of Dc was. However the History took another direction. But 
was the séance really performed on the 2nd April 1978? And if it was performed, who was moving the 
saucer? The séance describes what happened in the Zappolino’s villa showing the protagonists of that 
day trying to figure out how things really went, how they interacted, how they arrived to that clue. 
The conclusion looks like the end of Ten Little Niggers: The clue had been made available to all and 
the séance was only necessary to cover the source. But this is also the story of Leonardo Sciascia and 
his decision, on the invitation of Marco Pannella, to run with the radicals. The book describes the 
“political” Sciascia, his militancy and disagreements with the Pci, until Moro’s affair, with the drafting 
of his pamphlet L’affaire Moro and the culmination in the Committee that had the task to shed light 
on what happened during the days of 1978, when the writer was face to face with Romano Prodi and 
asked about the séance. It’s the story of the medium Gerard Croiset, of the would-be “Combing of 
Gradoli”, and it’s the story of those who tried to save Moro, as the Christian Democrat member of the 
Parliament Benito Cazora. The author has tried to reconstruct the story through interviews to various 
personalities: from Giovanni Pellegrino to Giuseppe Fioroni, presidents of the two Committees that 
investigated on Moro’s affair: from the lawyer Franco Coppi to the Magician Silvan. Finally he has 
tried to interview some protagonists of the séance: Romano Prodi, Alberto Clò and Mario Baldassarri.  

 
Antonio Iovane was born on May 18th, 1974, in Rome, where he lives today. He is a journalist and along with 
Ernesto Assante hosts a radio programme called Capital newsroom on Radio Capital. His novel The terrorist 
(Minimum Fax, 2019), first reprint in one month, has received an enthusiastic press review. 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
  
Author:  ANTONIO IOVANE 
 Title:     THE TERRORIST 
                (IL BRIGATISTA) 
 

 Pages:  410 
 First Publisher: Minimum Fax 
 Publication: 6th June 2019 
  
Rights: Worldwide 

 

A TV SERIES-LIKE CRIMINAL NOVEL ABOUT THE ITALIAN RED 
BRIGADES 

 

FIRST REPRINT AFTER ONE MOUNTH! 
 
 

WHO BETRAYED THE TWO TERRORISTS? WHO WAS THE INFAME, THE VILLAIN WHO 
ALLOWED JACOPO VAREGA AND IRENE LOTTI TO BE CAPTURED? 

 
Castelporziano Beach, 1979. During the night, while Allen Ginsberg, the beat generation legend, is speaking at 
the first Poetry Festival, two incognito Red Brigades militants are arrested by general Dalla Chiesa’s men. One 
of the two, Varega, manages to escape. He becomes the most wanted man in the country. A few days later TV 
reporter Ornella Gianca receives a call from Varega: he wants to be interviewed, and asks her to meet in an 
empty apartment in the suburbs of Rome. She realizes this might be the chance of a lifetime, and accepts. 
Varega tells her about his militancy in the group and his love for Irene. His story intertwines with those of other 
characters: Ornella herself, journalist Paolo Galbiati, the writer of spaghetti crime novels Giulio Fornati, Dalla 
Chiesa’s men. 
These are the years of terrorism, factory infiltration, kneecappings, the Guerrilla Trial, the Moro, Dozier and 
Sossi kidnappings; the subversive years of the Piazza Fontana and Piazza Della Loggia attacks; the years of 
Luciano Lama’s expulsion from the Rome campus, of spaghetti movies, of Napoli’s cholera epidemics, the time 
when heroine becomes ubiquitous. 
“I know who betrayed me”, Varega tells Ornella. And he reveals his name. But is this what really happened? 
The Terrorist is a real page-turner, and provides the reader with a masterful fresco depicting the history of Italy 
and the Red Brigades in the 1970s. The plot reminds of Italy’s best TV series, from Romanzo criminale through 
1993. 

 
THE NOVEL’S BACKGROUND 
The main character, Jacopo Varega, is based on Patrizio Peci and Prospero Gallinari. Irene Lotti is based on 
Margherita Cagol and Anna Laura Braghetti. All events – the Macchiarini kidnapping, and assault on Indro 
Montanelli, the use of torture to get information about general Dozier’s location – are based on real testimonies. 
Red Brigades leaders (Curcio, Franceschini, Moretti e Cagol) are called with their battle names. Journalists 
Paolo Galbiati and Lucio Aliberti are based respectively on Giampaolo Pansa and Giorgio Bocca. Salvo is based 
on the testimonies by several men who worked with general Dalla Chiesa at the time. 

 
Antonio Iovane was born on May 18th, 1974, in Rome, where he lives today. He is a journalist and along with 
Ernesto Assante hosts a radio programme called Capital newsroom on Radio Capital.  
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Author:	DEBORA	OMASSI 
Title:					ON	LEAVE	 
		 (LIBERA	USCITA) 
	
Pages:			320	
First	Publisher:	Rizzoli 
Publication:		May	2019	  
	
Rights:	Worldwide	
	
FINAL	TEXT	AVAILABLE	
 

A	NOVEL	INSPIRED	BY	REAL	LIFE.	A	YOUNG	
WOMAN	IN	SEARCH	OF	HERSELF	IN	THE	

ITALIAN	ARMY	

	

AN	INTENSE	STORY	WRITTEN	WITH	SINCERITY	AND	RARE	HONESTY,	A	
NOVEL	THAT	MIXES	MILITARY	LIFE	WITH	THE	DREAMS	OF	A	YOUNG	
GIRL	WHO	WANTS	TO	COME	TO	TERMS	WITH	THE	DARKEST	SIDE	OF	

HER	PERSONALITY.		

A	former	rebellious	model,	she	is	25	and	does	not	know	who	she	is:	underneath	her	woman's	
clothing,	 she	 feels	 like	 a	 man.	 The	 attempt	 to	 define	 her	 own	 identity	 becomes	 so	 all-
pervasive	that	enlisting	in	the	army	appears	to	be	the	only	way	out.	She	soon	finds	herself	
faced	with	military	life,	exhausting	drills,	a	uniform	meant	to	hide	her	female	body;	and	the	
boy	she	loves	is	far	away.	This	is	a	tough	life	for	a	young	woman	long	detached	from	military	
ideals,	but	she	put	herself	on	the	line	and	now	needs	to	make	a	decision:	should	she	stay,	or	
should	she	leave	despite	her	oath?	
After	all,	it	is	only	through	mistakes	and	failures	that	people	learn	about	life.	
	
Debora	Omassi	was	born	 in	Brescia	 in	 1993.	 She	 lives	 in	Milan	 and	
works	as	a	librarian.	On	leave	is	her	debut	novel.	
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__________________________________________________________________________ 
 Author: ENRICO PEDEMONTE 
 Title:     LA SECONDA VITA 
                (THE SECOND LIFE) 
 Pages:  276 
 First Publisher: Frassinelli 
 Publication: May, 2018 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 

THROUGH A SKILFULLY CONSTRUCTED PLOT FULL OF 
UNEXPECTED TWISTS, THE SECOND LIFE IS A NOVEL THAT 

VIVIDLY RECREATES THE LAST DECADES OF THE TWENTIETH 
CENTURY, WHEN YOUNG WESTERNERS WERE ANIMATED BY 
POLITICAL PASSIONS WHICH TODAY SEEM UNIMAGINABLE 

The novel takes place over the space of seven days and develops along two parallel narratives. 
On the one hand there is brilliant scientist Pietro Lamberti. Born in Genoa, Pietro emigrated 
to the United States in the early seventies and soon ended up in Los Alamos designing atomic 
bombs. Now he is hiding away in a small apartment in New York, writing to his son John to 
tell him about the darker sides of his life. On the other hand there is John. A journalist and 
attentive observer, he has returned to Genoa to investigate a suspicious trade in radioactive 
materials and suddenly finds himself involved in a dramatic and unexpected situation: 
sensing the danger around him, he begins to discover disquieting traces of the lives of his 
father and his father's old friends Nicola, Antonio and Luca. Four inseparable young men 
who met in the mid-1960s, when the world was still rigidly divided between "reds and blacks, 
communists and capitalists, the USSR and USA", and founded a secret organization that saw 
the United States as the enemy: a decision that would profoundly affect the lives of all four, 
with extreme consequences. From his New York refuge, it is this that Pietro attempts to 
explain to his son: his ambiguous and contradictory life, the conflict between the ideals of 
youth and the experiences of life, and the difficult relationship with his old friends. Page by 
page, the growing awareness that time is running out makes Pietro's letter to his son not only 
a compelling story, but also an agonised goodbye. 
 

"Enrico Pedemonte brings together violence, politics and technology in a thriller set in the melancholy 
city where the Red Brigades hid behind the professors' desks of the university: Genoa." Gianni Riotta 

 

Physics graduate, Enrico Pedemonte (Genoa, 1950) worked for the Espresso magazine as editor-in-
chief and New York correspondent before becoming editor-in-chief of daily newspaper Repubblica. In 
2016-17 he directed the weekly pagina99. An expert on journalism and the internet, his column in 
Espresso was titled Personal Media, and he published a book of the same name in 1998 (Bollati 
Boringhieri). In the last book Morte e Resurrezione dei Giornali (Garzanti, 2010) he examined the crisis 
of the printed page, the anomalies of Italian journalism and possible solutions for the future. The 
second life is his debut novel. 
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________________________________________________________________________________ 
Author:  FEDERICA SGAGGIO 
Title:  THE SCOPE OF LOVE 
(L’EREDITA’ DEI VIVI) 
 
Pages:  280 
First Publisher: Marsilio 
Publication: September 24, 2020 

 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
 

 
«The novel is beautifully written. The narrator’s voice is  
compassionate and intimate. It is also unsparing, both in the portrait 
of Rosa, and of her daughter. Rosa – faults and all – is not a character 
to be easily forgotten.» Catherine Dunne. 

 

«What I loved of this novel is the tone, the perfect focus on the character of the mother, the true 
and complicated love narrated in the plot. » Helena Janeczek 

 

«A powerful novel, even carnal, violent for some aspects  but of absolute and powerful truth. And 
what measures its value is the way that forces the reader to confront himself with the universal 

truths that belong to everyone. »  Emanuela Canepa 

 

« A novel that investigates feelings of fears and courage in a deep and full of grace way. Some parts 
are so beautiful to leave you breathless. » Mariapia Veladiano 

 
 At the end of the 50s, Rosa moves from the south to the north of Italy. She is an intransigent 
woman, a fighter. She teaches to her daughter – who narrates the story – which the first 
commandment that a woman must obey is: «Don’t cry. » And she is also Francesco’s mother who for 
an accident, occurred immediately after his childbirth suffers from a severe disability. She fights to 
make her son’s life better and her existence soon becomes a fight for the rights of the weakest. Rosa, 
in the novel, is a mother and her daughter tells the story; but it is even, simply, Italy: Italy still 
confused from the war of the 50s, the euphoric years of the 60s, the ones swirling of the 70s, the 
ones privatized of the 80s and the ones emptied of the 90s.  
An Italy, Rosa, challenged: by a husband from whom she chooses to escape, by a son’s disability, by a 
daughter where their relationship is as tight as confrontational, by the social and political changes 
that surrounds her. But also her daughter, that remembers and narrates, is Italy: today’s Italy, the 
one that does not intend to give up its history, and that wants to create a new one. Try to do good 
things is the story of a woman, of a family and it’s a political novel, if politics is the struggle to fight 
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to go through changes, to enjoy rights, to have the life that we all wish to have. And this novel tells 
us that feelings even bodies, especially bodies, are intensively politicized.  
 
 
 
Federica Sgaggio lives between Verona where she grew up and where she worked as journalist, and 
Galway, in Ireland where she studies English literature. She has published the novels, Due colonne 
taglio basso (Sironi 2008) and L’avvocato G. (Intermezzi 2016), and the essay Il paese dei buoni e dei 
cattivi. Perchè il giornalismo, invece di informarci, ci dice da che parte stare (minimum fax 2011). She 
edited with Catherine Dunne an Italian-Irish collection in 2015 Tra una vita e l’altra (Guanda; 
released with the Title Lost Between: Writings on Displacement for New Island Books).   
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_________________________________________________________________________ 
Author: ERSI SOTIROPOULOS 
Title:  WHAT’S LEFT OF THE NIGHT 
              (TI MENEI AΠO TH NYXTA) 
Pages:   340 
First Publisher: Patakis, Greece 
Publication: November, 2015 
 
 

Rights sold to: New Vessel Press (Usa - English world), Stock      
editions (France), online edition Romiosini (Germany), Sexto Piso 
(Spain - Spanish world), nottetempo (Italy), Altera (Bulgary), Al 
Kotob Khan for Publishing (Arabic world). 
 

Rights: Worldwide 
 
English, French, German and Spanish translations availables 

 
 

WINNER OF THE PRIX MÉDITERRANÉE ÉTRANGER 2017  

AND NOMINATED FOR THE PRIX FEMINA 2016  

AND THE EUROPEAN BOOK PRIZE 2017 

WHAT'S LEFT OF THE NIGHT by Ersi Sotiropoulos in Karen Emmerich's stellar 
translation has won the 2019 National Translation Award in Prose 

from the American Literary Translators Association (ALTA).  

 

SOTIROPOULOS’S LATEST NOVEL IS A PURE DIAMOND OF LANGUAGE, STYLE, 
RESEARCH, LOVE, AND INNER STRUGGLE 

June 1897: the "unfortunate" Greek-Turkish war come to the end. Greece is defeated and humiliated; 
France is torn by Dreuyfus case, the city of Alexandria has finally surrendered to the indolent rhythms 
of the East. All over Europe there is a fin de siècle atmosphere. In such an historical context, the 
young Constantine Cavafy, with his older brother John, is in Paris as the last stop of a long journey 
through Europe. A pleasure trip that will change him into deep and will contribute to the realization 
of his poetic inclinations. Ersi Sotiropoulos follows the Poet like a shadow. Using archive material she 
analyses his passions and torments and thanks to a rich bibliography is able to recreate the main 
moments of Cavafy's life. What about the night is a novel about the complicated relationship between 
art and life, about the erotic desire that triggers the creativity. It is a courageous reconstruction of the 
great poet's personality. 
 

"The novel is as sensual as it is erudite, a stirringly intimate exploration of the private, earthy 
place where creation commences.” ―The Wall Street Journal 

"A remarkable novel ... both a radiant work of the imagination and a fitting tribute to the greatest 
Greek poet of the twentieth century." ―The Times Literary Supplement 
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"Engaging and original ... powerfully erotic ... This is a hallucinatory work of art, in every sense." 
―The Literary Review 

“In most lives there are no crucial moments, only representative ones. What’s Left of the 
Night illuminates three days in 1897 when Constantine Cavafy began to glimpse what would be his 

destiny (his voice and his subject) as a major poet. Sotiropoulos notices every encounter and records 
every intuition with a lyrical, impressionistic style of her own. A perfect book.” 

Edmund White, author of A boy’s Own Story and Genet: A Biografy 
 

"Splendid ... limpid and passionate ... fluid and musical, Ersi Sotiropoulos's prose says it perfectly 
... You can read this beautiful book by Ersi Sotiropoulos as an account of three key days in the life 
of Constantine Cavafy. You can read it as a passionate introduction to his work ... but you can also 
see it on a more metaphorical level. That of a reflection about art. How is it born? Where does it 

come from?" ―Le Monde 

 
 

Ersi Sotiropoulos acclaimed Greek writer, she is author of novels, short stories, screenplays and 
poems. Her works have been translated into several languages (English, French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish and Turkish) and presented in festivals worldwide. Her novel Zig zag through the 
bitter-orange trees is the first novel to win both the National Award for Best Novel 
and the National Critics Award in 2000. The stories Feel blue, dress in red won the National Award 
for the Best Collection of Stories in 2012. The novel Eva, Athens Academy Award for Best Novel, 
has been translated in French in 2015 (it is also being translated into Albanian and Turkish), and 
was shortlisted at the European Book Prize 2015 and the Prix du literature du Monde 2015. What 
about the night, Prix Méditerranée Étranger 2017 and nominated for the Prix Femina 2016 and the 
European Book Prize 2017. 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Author: ERSI SOTIROPOULOS 
 Title:     JE CROIS QUE TU ME PLAIS 
                (ΜΠOΡΉΊΣ;) 
 Pages: 650 
 First Publisher: Patakis, Greece 
 Publication: May, 2017 
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
Rights sold to: Stock editions (France)  
 
 
 

FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE 
 

 
What’s left of the night – Rights sold to: New Vessel Press (Usa - English world), Stock      
editions (France), Sexto Piso (Spain - Spanish world), nottetempo (Italy), Altera (Bulgary), 
Al Kotob Khan for Publishing (Arabic world). 

 
THE AUTHOR HAS WON THE “NATIONAL AWARD FOR BEST NOVEL 2000” 
AND THE “NATIONAL CRITICS AWARD 2000” WITH THE NOVEL “ZIG ZAG 

THROUGH THE BITTER-ORANGE TREES” 
 

“WHAT’S LEFT OF THE NIGHT” HAS WON THE “PRIX 
MÉDITERRANÉE ÉTRANGER 2017” AND HAS BEEN SHORTLISTED AT THE 

PRIX DU LIVRE EUROPÉEN 2017 

 
AN IMPECCABLE STRUCTURE: FROM THE PERSONAL TO THE POLITICAL, FROM THE "I 
MISS YOU AND I WANTED YOU LAST NIGHT" TO THE ANSWER AT THE PRESSING 
QUESTION: "WHAT SORT OF LEFT, IS THAT?" 
 
Ersi Sotiropoulos’ new book is a novel about love in the digital era. It is a book without a narrator, in 
which we are left to watch the story unfold through the e-mails and text messages of two secret lovers 
who must keep their relationship hidden. She, the other woman, is an author 
(thefarse@hotmail.com) in the midst of writing What’s Left of the Night (the book that Ersi 
Sotiropoulos published two years ago).He is married, a successful winemaker (sparrow@gmail.com) 
and philosophical mathematician who divides his time between his island home and the outside 
world. Their love story takes place during the writing of What’s Left of the Night. In one sense, it is a 
diary about the writing of that novel.  In another, it is an epistolary novel in the style of Choderlos de 
Laclos’s Dangerous Liaisons. In this novel, however, the longing, the seduction, the conquest, the 
desperate cries for reunion of body and soul are launched with a simple “send”.  And so the intimacy, 
the urgency and the longing are sustained at a level that would be impossible were the lovers in actual 
proximity and the affair played out in real time. In fact, time itself seems to warp in this new mode of 
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communication, sometimes with catastrophic force. Following this digital love affair over the course 
of three years, the reader might as well be a hacker peering into a secret, tempestuous, obsessive, 
dangerous world. 
 

“What Ersi Sotiropoulos weaves masterfully is the close correlation 
between the anxiety of the writer and the erotic excitement.” 

M. Theodosopoulou – Epohi 
 

“The novel reaches its target. Cavafy finally became a great poet because he has outdone himself, has 
surpassed the social ankylosis of his time and the bonds that held him in the world of 

yesterday.”Giorgos Perantonakis I Efimerida ton Syntakton 
 
 

Ersi Sotiropoulos acclaimed Greek writer, she is author of novels, short stories, screenplays and 
poems. Her works have been translated into several languages (English, French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish and Turkish) and presented in festivals worldwide. Her novel Zig zag through the 
bitter-orange trees is the first novel to win both the National Award for Best Novel 
and the National Critics Award in 2000. The stories Feel blue, dress in red won the National Award 
for the Best Collection of Stories in 2012. The novel Eva, Athens Academy Award for Best Novel, 
has been translated in French in 2015 (it is also being translated into Albanian and Turkish), and 
was shortlisted at the European Book Prize 2015 and the Prix du literature du Monde 2015. What 
about the night, Prix Méditerranée Étranger 2017 and nominated for the Prix Femina 2016 and the 
European Book Prize 2017. 
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Author: ERSI SOTIROPOULOS 
Title: TAMING THE BEAST 
            (DOMPTER LA BETE) 
 
Pag. 232 
First Publisher: Kedros (Greece) 
Rights Worldwide 
 
Rights sold to: Maurice Nadeau, France (2003) Quidam éditeur, France (2011) 
 

The place is Athens, the time is the present. Aris Pavlopoulos, special advisor to a minister, former leftist, is 
returning home in his official car after a meeting with his lover when he realizes that a decrepit Peugeot driven by 
a young man he’s never seen before is starting to pursue him. The man hits him, then disappears into the night. 
 Pavlopoulos is unwittingly entangled in the mystery of this chase, the first in a series of events that will 
turn his life upside-down. It is a life of relative ease, seemingly unconventional, which has up to now kept hidden 
its darker folds: Pavlopoulos’s obsession with sex and his repressed ambition to gain recognition as a poet. 
 A poetry reading dedicated to his work and a trip to Spain, haunted by the sexual symbolism of the 
bullfight, promise to afford him opportunities to realize his desires. But nothing is what it seems in Pavlopoulos’s 
life: the beggar across the street from his office isn’t a cripple, his friend the minister isn’t a friend, an attempted 
bribe is just a joke, his masterpiece of a poem is absurd. Other relationships are weaving themselves together 
behind his back and he will have to track down the lost thread. Nothing is what it seems in Athens. 
 The canvas of this novel displays the tangled convergence of other characters, too, and relationships of 
betrayal and denial, mid-life crises and intergenerational conflict. As in Ersi Sotiropoulos’s previous novels, the 
central character traverses a city that isn’t just an urban landscape, but is also the site of internal anguish, unsettled 
accounts, fallen passions. The story lasts less than a month and it takes place now, today, here, with us. 
 Ersi Sotiropoulos presents us with an x-ray of the conduct of an elite, posing ethical and existential 
problems in an enjoyable novel you don’t want to put down. The writing is accessible without sacrificing 
Sotiropoulos’s innovative idiosyncrasies, tragic without overlooking the ironic, even ludicrous unfolding of events, 
and consistent in its technique without neglecting the element of “chance,” which is equally consistent. 
Sotiropoulos’s precision and inventiveness uncompromisingly pervade the structure and the narrative of Taming 
the Beast. 
 
Ersi Sotiropoulos acclaimed Greek writer, she is author of novels, short stories, screenplays and poems. 
Her works have been translated into several languages (English, French, Spanish, Italian, German, Swedish 
and Turkish) and presented in festivals worldwide. Her novel Zig zag through the bitter-orange trees is the 
first novel to win both the National Award for Best Novel and the National Critics Award in 2000. 
The stories Feel blue, dress in red won the National Award for the Best Collection of Stories in 2012. The 
novel Eva, Athens Academy Award for Best Novel, has been translated in French in 2015 (it is also being 
translated into Albanian and Turkish), and was shortlisted at the European Book Prize 2015 and 
the Prix du literature du Monde 2015. What about the night, Prix Méditerranée Étranger 2017 and 
nominated for the Prix Femina 2016 and the European Book Prize 2017. 
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 Author: ERSI SOTIROPOULOS 
 Title:     ZIG ZAG THROUGH THE BITTER ORANGE TREES 
                 
 Pages:   300 
 First Publisher: Kedros ‒  Metaixmio – Patakis (2020), Greece  
 Publication: 1999, 2013, March 2020  
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 
Rights sold to: Dtv Germany   (2001), Maurice Nadeau, France 
(2003), Interlink Books, USA (2007 hardcover – 2013 paperback), 
451 Editores, Spain (2008), Bokförlaget h:ström, Sweden  (2009), 
Newton Compton, Italy (2012),  Ayrıntı, Turkey (2019). 
 

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND SPANISH TRANSLATIONS 
AVAILABLES 

 

NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FOR BEST NOVEL 2000 
BOOK CRITICS’ AWARD FOR BEST NOVEL 2000 

 
 

ZIGZAG THROUGH THE BITTER ORANGE TREES  WAS THE FIRST NOVEL EVER 
TO WIN BOTH THE GREEK NATIONAL PRIZE FOR LITERATURE AND GREECE’S 

PREEMINENT BOOK CRITICS’ AWARD 
 

An absurd and painful, violent and terrible world wanders among bitter orange trees to dismiss an 
outdated time. A girl who rebels, a woman who dies, a man who falls in love, another who does 
acrobatics, a black bird that speaks. Characters that wander, radially, in different directions, but that, 
in an imperceptible way, entangled in the angry search for love, in disappointment, abandonment and 
betrayal, are converging as pieces of a puzzle. The borders are blurred, the stories merge into a single 
story that is breathtaking, unrepeatable, steeped in their daily lives. 
 

“[A] darkly comic story told in four quirky voices...Increasingly intricate parallels and connections 
among the characters become political, cultural, outrageous and, ultimately, hopeful...Sotiropoulos 

describes shame and alienation so effectively that the narration feels voyeuristic – in a good way.” 
Publishers Weekly 

 

“The perfect gateway for the reader into a modern Greece where the classical hero is forgotten and 
“sits all alone in a yard, baking in the sun.” Part Marguerite Duras, part Faulkner, with a dash of 

Fellini's Amarcord thrown in for comic spice, Ersi Sotiropoulos’s pungent novel will tug your heart 
and tease your intellect. Celebrate this writer’s long-overdue first publication in America by reading 

her now.” Benjamin Anastas 
 

“If the last Greek literature you read came out 2,500 years ago, check out the dark comedy of Ersi 
Sotiropoulos, a household name in contemporary Greece who’s been publishing fierce work for the 

past 25 years.” Bust 
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Ersi Sotiropoulos acclaimed Greek writer, she is author of novels, short stories, screenplays and 
poems. Her works have been translated into several languages (English, French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, Swedish and Turkish) and presented in festivals worldwide. Her novel Zig zag through the 
bitter-orange trees is the first novel to win both the National Award for Best Novel 
and the National Critics Award in 2000. The stories Feel blue, dress in red won the National Award 
for the Best Collection of Stories in 2012. The novel Eva, Athens Academy Award for Best Novel, 
has been translated in French in 2015 (it is also being translated into Albanian and Turkish), and 
was shortlisted at the European Book Prize 2015 and the Prix du literature du Monde 2015. What 
about the night, Prix Méditerranée Étranger 2017 and nominated for the Prix Femina 2016 and the 
European Book Prize 2017. 
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 Author: ERSI SOTIROPOULOS 
 Title:     EVA 
                (EVA) 
 Pages:   220 
 First Publisher: Patakis, Greece 
 Publication date: 2009 
 
Rights sold to: Stock editions, (France) – Ayrinti  (Turkey) 
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 

ATHENS ACADEMY PRIZE FOR BEST NOVEL 2011 
FINALIST FOR THE NATIONAL BOOK AWARD 2011 

FINALIST FOR THE BOOK CRITICS’ AWARD 2011 
SHORTLISTED FOR PRIX DU LIVRE EUROPÉEN 2015 

FINALIST FOR THE PRIX  LITTÉRATURE DU MONDE 2015 
 

On Christmas Eve, the incident of a snatched purse and the obsession of the victim, a young woman 
named Eva with the thief, after she has retrieved its contents. Somewhere in the distant background, 
there is and there isn’t a husband, a dying father in love with his nurse, and the mystery of a dead dog. 
This is Eva’s odyssey from a night club of alcohol and “substance abuse” to a furtive kiss in the toilets 
and out in the street and her acquaintance with the street woman Moira, who keeps warm by a 
makeshift fire and eventually leads her to the ill famed hotel, Parthenon. There, in a room kept by a 
certain Ramon, we meet Titika and Eddy and listen to an obsessive confession by the purse snatcher, 
who does not realize that Eva is his victim. The new day finds Eva returning home, and it’s Christmas 
Day, the end of a dubious flight, mostly within. 
 

"Sotiropoulos paints the reverse of the visible without any naivety. Without sentimentalism or 
excessive pathos, in an effective way she describes places, objects, Eva indecisions in addition to her 

thoughts, and this allows us to dive deep into the inner movements of her conscience. Dry style, 
poetic images, eroticism in filigree." Le Monde 

 

 

“Echoes of Dostoevskian white nights, poetic drift, Eva, with his Lynchene scenes and his 
sonnambolic beauty, hatches the doors of an ordinarily invisible universe. (…) A fine enveloping and 

sensual nightmare, illimated by the incandescent Sotiropoulos language.” 
Les Inrockuptibles 

 

Ersi Sotiropoulos acclaimed Greek writer, she is author of novels, short stories, screenplays and poems. Her 
works have been translated into several languages (English, French, Spanish, Italian, German, Swedish and 
Turkish) and presented in festivals worldwide. Her novel Zig zag through the bitter-orange trees is the first 
novel to win both the National Award for Best Novel and the National Critics Award in 2000. The stories Feel 
blue, dress in red won the National Award for the Best Collection of Stories in 2012. The novel Eva, Athens 
Academy Award for Best Novel, has been translated in French in 2015 (it is also being translated into Albanian 
and Turkish), and was shortlisted at the European Book Prize in 2015 and the Prix du literature du 
Monde 2015. What about the night, Prix Méditerranée  Étranger 2017 and shortlisted at Prix Femina 2016. 
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Author: PIERO TRELLINI 

Title:     ITALY-BRAZIL: THE MATCH 
              (LA PARTITA. IL ROMANZO DI ITALIA BRASILE) 
Pages:  620 
First Publisher: Mondadori 
Pubblication date: July 2, 2019 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
Rights sold to: Debate/Penguin Random House SP 
(Spanish World) 
 
Film Rights: Banijay Italia Spa (Banijay Group) 

 
AN ABRIDGED VERSION FOR FOREIGN PUBLISHERS IS AVAILABLE 

 
BANCARELLA SPORT AWARD 2020 

APE AWARD 2020 
FINALIST AT MEGAMARK PRIZE 2020 

FINALIST AT CRAL PRIZE 2020 
FINALIST AT MASTERCARD PRIZE 2020 

 
«It wasn't just the best game ever played in a world championship; it was probably the best 
game of all time." Glen Levy, Time 

 
ONE OF THE 2019 EDITORIAL HITS, WITH 

FOUR REPRINTS AND RAVE REVIEWS! 
MORE THAN 10.000 COPIES SOLD 

 
PAPERBACK EDITION RELEASE ON SEPTEMBER 2020 

 
"An admirable story, like everything that springs from a magnificent obsession". 

Marco Cicala, Il Venerdì di Repubblica 
 

"Trellini has turned her sweet, very strong obsession into this volume that represents a 
football Odyssey (...) I had never read, on a single game, anything so complete and engaging. 

In its genre: a masterpiece. ” Darwin Pastorin – Huffington Post 
 

"The Match by Piero Trellini is an exceptional undertaking. (...) Books like these are no 
longer written. It's a super-novel (as it is called superhero), with superpowers, the greatest 
being the ability to revive the race with irresistible suspense as if we didn't know that Paolo 
Rossi would have made three goals. I recommend The Match to non-football fans. They will 

discover many things. About life, not about football." Antonio D’Orrico, 7Corriere 
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"You may wonder how it is possible to equal the size of Moby Dick by writing about twenty-

two men kicking a ball .... Trellini took the trouble to analyze the whole analyzer of the 
protagonists of that challenge ..." Giuseppe Culicchia, La Stampa 

 
"A great book, but you can read it all in one go: the game comes only after about four 
hundred pages, but Trellini – like a writer of good detective novels – is very adept at 

attracting us slowly." Corriere dello Sport 
 

THE ORIGINS, THE STORY AND THE AFTERMATH OF THE MOST EXCITING 90 MINUTES IN 
THE HISTORY OF FOOTBALL. THIS MARVELOUS BOOK BRINGS US INTO THE DETAILS OF 
A UNIQUE AND UNFORGETTABLE MATCH WHICH HAS NEVER BEEN DESCRIBED IN SUCH 

A WAY. 
How would we observe a football match if we knew each and every detail about all those who 
lived it? What if we followed each player from his earliest life to that pitch? Why that specific 
ball? Why those uniforms? And that specific advertising? We would find ourselves into a new 
story, much more complex than we expected. Last but not least, if we are talking of the “finest 
World Cup game of all time” (as Time described it in 2010) this makes everything even more 
absorbing. On 5 July 1982 Italy and Brazil played against each other in the 1982 FIFA World 
Cup. Brazil were the favorites, and everything seemed to be already written. And yet the match 
became history. Several historical key figures of the period move in the background of this 
story: politicians such as Pertini, Spadolini, Franchi, Sordillo, Matarrese, Havelange, Blatter, 
Agnelli, Berlusconi, Figueiredo, Saporta and Gheddafi, and journalists such as Brera, Soldati, 
Arpino, Viola, Del Buono, Sconcerti, Cucci, Galeazzi or Pastorin. On the main stage we find 
Enzo Bearzot’s boys, from Dino Zoff to Paolo Rossi, and on the other side the Brazilians 
forming the so-called “magic square” (Socrates, Falcao, Zico and Cerezo). Their most 
unexpected secrets are unveiled: Israeli referee Klein’s son is fighting a war as the match 
unfolds; FIFA’s president Havelange, who is watching the game from the tribune, is alive 
thanks to the fact that his father missed the ferry to reach the departing Titanic; Saporta, 
organizer of the Mundial, had been hiding his identity to save his life. Then there are the 
countless lives of the players on the pitch. Trellini’s book is a total, all-encompassing book. 
Everything here is at the same time real and mythical. 
 
Piero Trellini was born in Rome in 1970, and he still lives there. He wrote for “La Stampa”, 
“Il Messaggero” and “Il Tempo”. In 2008 he created 
Datazienda, which deals over 200 online newspapers and 
micro- newspapers. He spent, however, most of his life re-
living the Italy-Brazil match disputed in 1982, collecting 
stories, anecdotes and real antiques, including referee 
Klein’s original whistle. Danteide is his second book 
(Bompiani, January 2021) and The “Affaire”. All the men of 
the dreyfus case will be published by Bompiani in the 
colleccion “Munizioni” directed by Roberto Saviano. (2021). 
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Author: PIERO TRELLINI 
Title: DANTEIDE. THE LIVES OF OTHERS DURING THE ALIGHIERI. A JOURNEY IN 
THE POET’S MIND 
(DANTEIDE. LE VITE DEGLI ALTRI DURANTE L’ALIGHIERI. UN VIAGGIO NEL 
CERVELLO DEL POETA) 
 
Pages:  200 
First Publisher: Bompiani 
Pubblication date: January, 2020 
 
Rights: Worldwide 

 
LA PARTITA. IL ROMANZO DI ITALIA BRASILE - Rights sold to: Debate/Penguin Random 
House SP (Spanish World) 
Film Rights: Banijay Italia Spa (Banijay Group) 
 

AFTER THE EXTRAORDINARY SUCCESS OF HIS DEBUT "THE MATCH", PIERO 
TRELLINI RETURNS TO AMAZE US WITH A VERY ORIGINAL LITERARY 

INVESTIGATION ON THE SUPREME POET DANTE ALIGHIERI  
 

2021 IS THE 700TH ANNIVERSARY OF DANTE'S DEATH 
 
Manual laborers, Pio Feletti and Angelo Dradi casually found a small wooden house in 1865. 
They were going to throw it away until a high school humanities student of Ravenna, 
providentially advised them that on the surface of the lid was written in pen Dantis Ossa.  
The discovery moved an entire city, involving council members, experts, notaries, doctors and 
scientists. A circle of people that revolved around only one obsession: Dante’s head. Everyone 
wanted to know why that skull was there, which one was its story and how big was the brain 
once contained. Dante is always a mystery. He did not leave anything written but everything 
was written about him. We can find a big deal of documents and many small talks about his 
life - posthumous and with a high risk of reliability. Therefore, to build up the existence of the 
greatest poet, there are mostly assumptions. However, that skull was once covered by flesh 
with eyes and ears. And these were crossed by visions and sounds to the service of his brain 
for fifty-six years. To understand what it contained there was no need to know the weight. It 
was enough seeing what it produced. Dante’s masterpiece had taken in everything he had 
read, observed or listened from others. He himself was so full of lives. Amazing presences 
that had crossed the course of his existence and that would be converged in the “Comedy”, 
then realizing that destiny already written in his (true) name. Durante. But what life did he 
have? How many existences had he encountered? What time period did he go through? What 
did his eyes perceived and what did his ears heard?  He had never seen the world, but he 
conceived a universal story. The “most beautiful book, never written by men before”. How he 
made it, it’s still a mystery. To try to unravel it and so to touch a shred of truth, there is an only 
chance. Avoid looking at him for seeing what he looked. Taking those men who crossed his 
iris to distribute them in a story. And then live with him, the lives of others.  
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QUOTES ON “THE MATCH. THE ITALY BRAZIL NOVEL” 
 

"An admirable story like everything that springs from a magnificent obsession". 
Marco Cicala – Il Venerdì di Repubblica 

 
"The match" by Piero Trellini is an exceptional undertaking. (...) Books like this are no longer 
made. It's a super-novel (as it is called super-hero), has super-powers, the greatest is to revive 

the race with an unsustainable suspense as if we didn't know that Paolo Rossi would have 
made three goals. I recommend "The match" to non-football fans. They will discover many 

things. On the life and not on football ". Antonio D’Orrico, 7Corriere 
 

"Trellini has transformed her sweet, very strong obsession in this volume that represents a 
football Odyssey (...) I had never read, on a single game, anything so complete and engaging. 

In its genre: a masterpiece. ” Darwin Pastorin – Huffington Post 
 

"You may wonder how it is possible to equal the size of Moby Dick by writing about twenty-
two men kicking a ball .... Trellini took the trouble to analyze the whole analyzer about the 

protagonists of that challenge..." Giuseppe Culicchia – La Stampa 
 

"A great book, but you can read it all at once: the game comes only after about four hundred 
pages, but Trellini - like a writer of good detective novels - is very adept at attracting us 

slowly". Corriere dello Sport 
  

Piero Trellini was born in Rome, in the city where he still lives. He is collaborator of Il Post. 
He wrote for La Stampa, Il Messagero, Il Tempo. Through Dantazienda, the society he 
founded in 2008, he managed editorially over two hundred of publications and micro 
publications online. He dedicated a large part of his life to retrace Italy-Brazil of 1982, 
collecting stories, anecdotes and real relics, including the original whistle of the referee Klein 
and he published La Partita. Il romanzo di Italia Brasile (Mondadori) in 2019, which was an 
immediate success of public and critics, it won Bancarella Sport Prize 2020 and Ape Prize 
2020 and is Finalist at Mastercard Prize 2020, it had 4 reprints with more than 10.000 
copies sold and a paperback edition (September 2020). He will publish with Bompiani, 
L’Affaire. Tutti gli uomini del caso Dreyfus in autumn 2021. 
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Author: PIERO TRELLINI 
Title:     THE “AFFAIRE”. ALL THE MEN OF THE 
DREYFUS CASE  

   (L’AFFAIRE. TUTTI GLI UOMINI DEL CASO 
DREYFUS) 
 
Pages:  600  
First Publisher: Bompiani - Series “Munizioni” directed 
by Roberto Saviano 
Pubblication date: October, 2021 
  
Rights: Worldwide 
 
 

THE MOST INCREDIBLE THRILLER OF MODERN TIMES TOLD AS A TV SERIES 

FROM THE AUTHOR OF “LA PARTITA. IL ROMANZO DI ITALIA BRASILE” ONE OF 
THE 2019 EDITORIAL HITS, BANCARELLA SPORT AWARD 2020. 

The Paris of fin de siècle intersects the destinies of a female cleaner, a criminal, an innocent, a 
saboteur, an investigator, an amateur and a novelist. The innocent is Alfred Dreyfus. An entire 
universe of politicians, counterfeiters, spies, nobles, heroes and victims twists vertically 
around him, for handful years.  It is a humanity devoured by appearances, power, truthfulness, 
pride, zeal or consciousness. However, inside the most incredible thriller of modern times, 
fatalities will play a crucial role. Thus a cold winter, ailments of two elderly people and a pair 
of horse downfalls will become the premise for the resolution of the case. In front of the 
incident of the French soldier does not exist disregard and it splits the world in two. From one 
side the innocents, from the other the perpetrators. However that Paris is the entire world. 
There is the world fair, Impressionism, the Tour de France, the Belle Époque, the Cinema. So 
here is that the corps of Proust, Wilde, Monet, Cezanne, Pisarro, Degas, Renoir are fiery 
agitated; and naturally Zola that will launch his furious “J’accuse”. They are all connected and 
Dreyfus will change their lives forever. 

Everything started in a morning, like any other morning. It was the 25th of a Parisian September 
of 1894 (however some people declare it was the 26th), In the France of the Third Republic, which 
left behind the defeat against Prussian and the fall of the Commune. Despite everything, those 
years were instable but prosperous too. That day Madam Bastian, maid at the German Embassy 
dusted, as always, the desk and emptied the waste paper basket of the “attaché” Maximilian von 
Schwartzkoppen. But instead of throwing its content in the bin, she examined it carefully. There 
was a leaflet torn in small pieces. Then, realised that on these parts there was something written 
on. Words - which probably should not have been read. What was on that leaflet? And why had 
it been torn? The answer for her was not so relevant. The questions were enough for making her 
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understand that this time, the loot had been gluttonous. Thus, she delivered it to Major Henry. 
Marie Bastian, in fact, was not only a cleaner supervising the order of the rooms, but also she 
was in charge of the order of the state: her second (or probably first) salary responded to the 
voice: secrets services for national causes. And she had to carry out that job with a certain 
diligence, considering the two hundred and fifty French franc that the counterespionage passed 
her only to obtain broken leaflets finished in the bin. Major Hubert Joseph, was Vice-Director of 
the bureau for the counterespionage of the French War Ministry, called for save the 
appearances, “Section de stastiques”. At the time, the espionage was the order of the day. 
Confidants and informants were handsomely compensated at the point to use fantasy 
inventions for maintaining the “seat” and then justify their own role. That catch, however was 
authentic. By reconstructing the pieces, Henry discovered that the note was related to a 
bordereau in which was enumerated a list of five secret documents (related to the organisation 
of the French army) that the mysterious author offered to sell to the Germans.    

QUOTES ON LA PARTITA 

"An admirable story like everything that springs from a magnificent obsession". 
Marco Cicala – Il Venerdì di Repubblica 

 
"The match" by Piero Trellini is an exceptional undertaking. (...) Books like this are no longer made. It's a 

super-novel (as it is called super-hero), has super-powers, the greatest is to revive the race with an 
unsustainable suspense as if we didn't know that Paolo Rossi would have made three goals. I recommend "The 

match" to non-football fans. They will discover many things. On the life and not on football ". Antonio 
D’Orrico, 7Corriere 

 
"Trellini has transformed her sweet, very strong obsession in this volume that represents a football Odyssey (...) 

I had never read, on a single game, anything so complete and engaging. In its genre: a masterpiece. ” Darwin 
Pastorin – Huffington Post 

 
"You may wonder how it is possible to equal the size of Moby Dick by writing about twenty-two men kicking a 

ball .... Trellini took the trouble to analyze the whole analyzer about the protagonists of that challenge..." 
Giuseppe Culicchia – La Stampa 

 
"A great book, but you can read it all at once: the game comes only after about four hundred pages, but Trellini 

- like a writer of good detective novels - is very adept at attracting us slowly". Corriere dello Sport 
  
 
Piero Trellini was born in Rome in 1970, and he still lives there. He wrote for “La Stampa”, 
“Il Messaggero” and “Il Tempo”. In 2008 he created 
Datazienda, which deals over 200 online newspapers and 
micro- newspapers. He spent, however, most of his life 
re-living the Italy-Brazil match disputed in 1982, 
collecting stories, anecdotes and real antiques, including 
referee Klein’s original whistle. In July 2019, Mondadori 
has published his debut novel, The Match. Italy – Brazil 
1982 that has received enthusiastic critics and has having 
very good sales. 
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Author: ROSA VENTRELLA 

Title: THE SLANDER 

           (LA MALALEGNA) 

Pages:   300 
First Publisher: Mondadori 

Publication date: 30th April 2019 
 
Rights: Worldwide 
 

Rights sold to: Les Escales (France), Pirat Forlaget (Sweden), 
Edhasa editorial (World Spanish), Xander (Netherlands), Leya 
Dom Quixote (Portugal), Colibrì (Bulgaria), Argo (Czech 
Republic), Beijing Creative Art 创美时代 (China). 
       
Film rights sold to IdeaCinema 

 

ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE 
FULL FRENCH TRANSLATION AVAILABLE 

 

ROSA VENTRELLA HAS BECOME AN INTERNATIONAL BEST-SELLING AUTHOR, CURRENTLY 
BEING TRANSLATED IN 16 COUNTRIES. THE TV-SERIES BASED ON HER NOVEL STORIA DI UNA 

FAMIGLIA PERBENE IS UNDER PRODUCTION. 

«Her writing has the unrefined and arcane beauty of a Sardinian Michela Murgia or a 
northern Laura Pariani.» La Stampa  

CASTROLIBERO 2019 AWARD IN MEMORY OF OLIVIERO BEHA 
 

In this family saga, the author builds the story of two sisters, the story of the struggle of 
women and men against the abuses of the powerful landowners in Puglia in the '40s and' 50s. 
A powerful novel where the beauty and strength of women, holds firm love and bonds, in a 
magical and mysterious atmosphere of a world that knows legend and myth. 
An intense and vivid language that celebrates the resilience of the human soul and the 
strength of the bonds that survive everything. 

 

Terre d’Arneo, 1940s. In this endless expanse of countryside in the heart of agrarian Puglia Teresa and 
Angelina, the daughters of a hired hand, grow up as different from each other as can be. Angelina is 
beautiful, exuberant and rebellious; Teresa, the narrator of the story, is introverted, rational and 
reliable. When their father goes missing in war, their mother Caterina has no other choice than 
becoming the mistress of baron Personè, one of the most powerful landowners of the region. Here 
originates the malalegna (the “slander”), the poisonous, ubiquitous chatter that will make Caterina’s 
life unbearable. The shame she feels is shared by her daughter Teresa, while Angelina reacts in an 
opposite way: a daydreamer determined to rise out of poverty, she falls in love with the baron’s son.  

Teresa’s voice softly moves on from this private shame to the story of a whole country from WWII to 
the socialist riots of the 1950s. A novel animated by gossip, chitchat and petty crime; a world where 
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the earth, this harsh and odorous strip of Puglia covered in brambles and prickly pears, can give and 
take everything you have. A vivid and intense language which is not afraid to move and amuse, and 
celebrates man’s resilience and the strength of long-lasting bonds. 

"A deep South, from the II World War to the 1950s. A women’s story, and a writer, Rosa Ventrella, 
who for the French is already the "new Ferrante".  

Marco Bracconi, Venerdì di Repubblica 
 

"The family saga by Rosa Ventrella flows from the Second World War to the agrarian struggles of the 
1950s, under the black cloud of the malalegna, the slander that at any time finds its favorite victims 

in women".  Cristina De Stefano, Elle 
 

"La malalegna consegrates Rosa Ventrella as a highly gifted writer”.  
Carlotta Vissani, Tu Style 

 
Rosa Ventrella was born in Bari and lives in Cremona. She has degrees in modern 
history and school management. The bestselling author teaches creative writing 
and has given talks on the condition of women in history. This is also a recurring 
theme in her novels, where she focuses on the female experience. Ventrella's 
novels: Il giardino degli oleandri (Newton Compton) is currently being translated 
in Germany, Poland, Greece, Serbia, and Lithuania. Fiori di magnolia (Amazon 
Publishing, 2017) spent months in the top 100 list of bestselling contemporary 
fiction e-books. Storia di una famiglia perbene (Newton Compton 2018) was the 
literary success story of the 2018 London Book Fair, and is being translated in 15 
languages; the film rights were sold to 11MarzoFilm Production, and Emons 
will soon produce the audiobook. 

Storia di una famiglia perbene - Foreign rights sold to: 
UK/US: Amazon Crossing 

GERMANY: Goldmann Verlag/Random House (two-book deal) 

FRANCE: Les Escales 

SPAIN: PHR/Suma de Letras 

THE NETHERLANDS: Xander Uitgevers 

GREECE: Patakis (two-book deal) 

CZECH REPUBLIC: Argo 

POLAND: Sonia Draga 

SERBIA: Vulkan Izdavastvo (two-book deal) 

LITHUANIA: Alma littera (two-book deal) 

ROMANIA: Polirom 

PORTUGAL: Leya Dom Quixote 

NORWAY: Vigmostad & Bjørke AS 

ISRAEL: Haaretz (two-book deal) 

SWEDEN: Piratförlaget 
RUSSIA, CROATIA and REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA 
FILM RIGHTS: 11marzo Film 

AUDIOBOOK: Emons Audiolibri 
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A FRESH, COMPELLING VOICE IN ITALIAN FICTION 

A NEW UNFORGETTABLE MAIN CHARACTER 

WAITING FOR THE WORLD TO CALL IS A DEEPLY POETIC AND MOVING NOVEL ABOUT 
FACING THE MANY UNEXPECTED CHALLENGES LIFE LAYS BEFORE US. 
 
MARIA FRANCESCA VENTURO’S IRRESISTIBLE AND GENUINE NARRATIVE UNVEILS THE 
HOPES, DREAMS AND FRUSTRATIONS OF THOSE WHO CHOOSE TO DEVOTE 
THEMSELVES TO THE MOST BEAUTIFUL JOB IN THE WORLD. 

Carolina Altieri gets up every morning at dawn and she goes to work. She leaves home dressed up 
flawlessly, gets on the bus and turns her cell phone on, hoping to receive a call from any school. Hers is the 
most beautiful profession in the world, but she is still a substitute teacher with no clear-cut future, and no 
end to this in sight. Living day by day, she cannot coniugate the verbs to the future, either for herself or for 
her children. Through hours that flow in a endless present, interrupted only by visits to a tender 
grandmother and by the overwhelming and imperfect love to Erasmus, Carolina narrates the daring world 
of the school, populated by hopeful commuters and lazy secretaries, as well as her passion for those children 
whose eager smiles, unexpected truths and sudden hugs never cease to surprise and enrich her. It will be 
this passion that forces Carolina to make a change to her eternally suspended life and change her destiny. 

"My heart is heavy but I'm ready, with the lipstick on the lips and the knee-length skirt. 
Ready to not know where to go. Uncertainty requires some preparation ". 

 

Mariafrancesca Venturo has worked as actress, animator, bartender, 
concierge, shop assistant and pastry. She is a primary school teacher and she 
is now teaching in a Montessori school. Waiting for the world to call is her 
first novel. 
 


